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7Abstract
The electronic transport properties of phosphorus
and boron-doped LPCVD samples have been studied
The phosphorus doped samples are classified into four
groups(A1,A2,A3 and uC) in accordance with their
electronic transport properties and X-ray diffraction test
The hydrogenation effects on the dark- and photo
conductivity and thermoelectric power have also been
investigated. The Dundee model(two-conduction-path model)
is used to analyse the amorphous(A1,A2 and A3) samples
For a comparison with the Dundee model and to obtain more
detailed information about the gap states, the method of
explicit integrations of the Kubo-Greenwood formulae over
energy for both dark conductivity and thermoelectric power
is also applied on analysing these three groups
amorphous samples. In the calculations, certain forms
for both the density of states and the microscopic
mobility are introduced.
For the first group(A1) of amorphous samples prepared
under the conditions of substrate temperature TS,580°C and
impurity gas ratio NPH3/ Ns:ii4 10-4, a peak with a
Gaussian shape locating at about 0.55eV below the
conduction band edge and having a spread of about 0.07eV is
found to be an electron'trap center and can be removed by
hydrogenation. Therefore, we suggest that this Gaussian
peak be due to dangling bond states. These dangling bonds
make the transport properties of these samples poor while
hydrogenation improves their quality very much
8Moreover,the typical width of band tail and the density of
states at the conduction band edge of the Al samples are
found to be about 0.15eV and 1022 cm-3eV-' respectively.
For the second group(A2) of amorphous samples prepared
under the conditions of T5 560° C and NPH3/ NSki,,103,
high U T, typically between 10 30'cm-' and 10 20-1 cm-' (under
one AM1 illumination) after hydrogenation, is observed.
Therefore, they are high quality samples. The typical
values of the width of band tail and the density of states
at the conduction band edge of the A2 samples are almost
the same as those of the Al samples.
The third group(A3) of amorphous samples prepared at
TS ,600 °C are nearly crystallized samples. For these
samples, a Gaussian peak locating at about 0.08eV below
conduction band edge is believed to be impurity donor
states. The density of states at the conduction band
edge of the A3 samples is estimated to be about 1020 cm 3 eV-'.
For the microcrystalline(pC) samples, the electronic
transport properties can be generally explained with the
crystalline theory for degenerate and non-degenerate
semiconductors. The scattering centers of the heavily




Amorphous silicon(a-Si) is becoming the material of
choice in many areas of energy, information, and synthetic
materials. For example, in energy it has become a
potential material of high efficiency, stable and low-cost
solar cell. A record of 13% conversion efficiency was
achieved in a small area solar cell made of fluorinated
amo rphous silicon and silicon-germanium
alloys(Ovshinsky, 1987). In industrial production, for
example on a roll-to-roll production machine, an average
conversion efficiency of about 8% and an excellent yield
of about 100% were attained(0vshinsky,1987). Other
amorphous silicon devices commercially available(1986)
were photoreceptor, photoconductor, image sensor, solar
control layer, anti-ref1ecting layer and thin-film field
effect transistor. For the further improvement of the
quality of amorphous silicon and its applications, a
thorough understanding of its electronic structures and
transport mechanism is very important.
1.1 Preparation and doping of hydrogenated amorphous
silicon (Pankove,1984)
Many methods can be used to prepare hydrogenated
amorphous si1icon(a-Si:H). The most common one is the
glow-discharge(gd) decomposition of silane(see, for
example, Chittick et al,1969; Spear and Le Comber,1975;
Car1son, 1977). In this method, a plasma, produced by an
electric field (dc,ac,rf), contains ions and reactive
species,• which condense on a heated substrate
(200-400 0 C, typically) to form a hydrogen-rich amorphous
solid. The first success in doping a-Si:H was achieved by
the Dundee group(Spear and Le Comber, 1975) with the gd
method. They added phosphine(PH3) and diborane(B2H6) into
the reaction gas producing n-type and p-type a-Si:H
respective1y.The electronic properties of a-Si:H and a-Ge:H
prepared by the gd method could be controlled over a
remarkably wide range(about ten orders of magnitude) by
substitutional doping in the gas phase. Fig.1.1 shows the
changes of rt as a function of impurity gas ratio for
both n-type and p-type a-Si:H.
Fig.1.1 Room temperature conductivity ffRT of n- and
p-type a-Si:H specimens as a function of impurity gas
ratio (after Spear et a1,1976)
3The sputtering technique is capable of
fast deposition. In this technique, the source
of silicon is a solid silicon target that is
bombarded by about 1KeV ions(usually argon)
Silicon is removed predominantly in atomic form and
transported through the plasma to a heated substrate
During this deposition process, a controlled amount of
hydrogen added to the sputtering gas is atomized- and
reacts with the sputtered Si
a-Si:H can also be obtained by the evaporation of
silicon or sputtering without hydrogen and then by post
hydogenation in a hydrogen plasma.
The method of thermal decomposition of a gaseous
silicon(usually SiH4) to form a-Si is generally called the
chemical vapor deposition(CVD) method. The typical process
temperature is between 450°C and 700 °C. During the
deposition process,n-type and p-type amorphous silicon can
be obtained when a controlled amount of phosphine(PH3) and
diboran_e(BZH6) is added in the silane(SiH4). Because of
the high substrate temperature, the hydrogen
concentration of CVD a-Si is low(usually -2 at-%). In
order to get hydrogen-rich a-Si, HomoCVD technique was
incroduced. In this technique, a coiled substrate is
inserted in a hot reactor in which silane is homogeneously
decomposed. Due to the low substrate temperature, the
hydrogen concentration is high(up to 40%) and hence the
concentration of dangling bonds is low.
4Recently, a new method, named Catalytic Chemical
Vapor Deposition (CTL-CVD) method, was developed by
Hideki MATSUMURA to obtain high quality amorphous silicon
and silicon-germanium(Hideki MATSUMURA,1987). In this
method, the catalytic or pyrolytic reactions between
deposition gases and heated tungsten catalyser are used to
lower the deposition temperature of thermal CVD. Thus,
amorphous silicon and silicon-germanium films can be
deposited at a substrate temperature lower than 300°C and
with a deposition rate higher than several A/sec. Due to
the high photoconductivity(about 10 3O 'cm' under one AMA
illumination) and 'nigh photosensitivity(abouc 105), the
films prepared by the CTL-CVD method are high quality
films.
1.2 The present study
Since the changes in transport mechanism can be
reflected from both conductivity and thermoelectric power,
more reliable information can be obtained from the studies
of both a and S rather than a study of a alone. If an
a-Si sample is degenerate and a quantitative analysis of
the experimental data for both a and S is required,
explicit integrations of the Kubo--Greenwood formulae over
energy for both a and S, under certain assumptions
for both microscropic mobilities and density of states
distributions, are useful for the purpose of exploring the
changes in'transport mechanism. In the past, c and S for
highly boron-doped low pressure chemical vapor
deposit ion(LPCVD) samples were measured(Tam,1985) in our
laboratory and S was found to decrease with 1T. This
phenomenon was not satisfactorily explained, especially
in a quantitative way.
The present studies concentrated on the transport
properties of both phosphorus doped and highly boron doped
LPCVD samples. For the phosphorus doped LPCVD samples,
dark- and photo-conductivity and thermoelectric power were
measured over a temperature range of
Pcst-hydrogenation effect on these
samples was also investigated. For the highly
boron doped LPCVD samples, an experimental set
up for high temperature measurement of
and S was designed. and S were measured over a
temperature range of In order to explain
the transport properties of the two kinds of LPCVD samples
quantitatively, explicit integranions of the Kubo-




2.1 Band models for amorphous semiconductors
Without a model for the electronic structure
experimental data of electrical transport properties can
not be properly interpreted. For a crystalline solid, the
states are characterized by a regular periodicity in the
atom or ion position over long distance. All the states
are extended, which means that the wavefunctiors occupy
the entire volume of the crystalline solid, i.e., each
electron having equal probability of being found in the
vicinity of the equivalent atom. The behaviour of an
electron in a crystal may be described by the Bloch's
theorem. According to the theorem, the distribution of the
density of electronic states has a
sharp structure in valence and conduction bands, and
abruptly -czrminates at the valence band maximun and the
conduction band minimun as shown in Fig-2.1a. The sharp
edges in the density of states produce a well-defined
forbidden energy gap
Fig.2.la Schematic plot of density of states for
crystalline semiconductor. Ec and Ev are the conduction
and valence band edges
7On the other hand, for an amorphous solid, the long
range order, i.e. the periodicity, is destroyed, whereas
the short range order, i.e. the interatomic distance and
the valence angle, is only slightly changed. Therefore
the concept of the density-of states is still applicable
to amorphous solids. But due to the absence of the long
range order, the sharp features in the density of si.ates
become smeared out-Fluctuations in short range order, such
as bond-angle distortions, lead to 'tailing' of the states
into the gap at the band edges. Mott postulated that
there should be a sharp boundary between the energy ranges
of extended and localized states. This sharp boundary is
called 'mobility edge' which is denoted by Ec for
conduction band and Ev for valence band as shown in
Fig.2.1b. The states above Ec and below Ev are extended
while the states between Ec and Ev are localized. The
states are c .ll ed localized in the sense that an electron
placed in a region will not diffuse at absolute zero
temperature to other regions with corresponding potential
fluctuations
Fig.2.lb• Schematic plot of density of states for an
amorphous semiconductor. Ec and Ev are the mobility edges
corresponding to conduction and valence band respectively
2.1.1 The Coheri-F r i t z s che-Ov shins ky( CFO) model
g(E
Ev Ef Ec
Fig.2.2 The CFO model
Cohen, Fritzsche and Ovshinsky( 1969) proposed the CFO
model for the density of gap states of an amorphous
multicomponent(chalcogenide) semiconductor as shown in
Fig. 2.2. They supposed that the non-crysta11ine structure
would lead to overlapping band tails of localized states
in nid-gap. Those derived from the conduction band would
be neutral when empty and those from the valence band
neutral when full. Therefore, a redistribution of
electrons must take place, forming filled states in the
conduction band tail, which are negatively charged. This
model ensures self-compensation and pins the Fermi level
close to the middle of the gap. One of the major objection
against the CFO model was the high transparency of
amorphous chalcogeni.de below a well-defined absorption
edge. This implies that the extent of tailing in
chalcogenides is rather limited. The CFO model is more
relevant to a-Si.
2.1.2 The Davis-Mott model(Davis and Mott,1970)
Fig.2.3a The Davis-Mott model
Fig.2.3b The modified Davis-Mott model
Alternative suggestions to the CFO model are the
Davis-Mott model and the modified Davis-Mott model as
shown in Fig.2.3a and b. Davis and Mott suggested that the
tails of localized states be rather narrow and extend a
few tenths of an electron volt into the forbidden gap. In
Fig.2.3a, there is a band of compensated levels near
the middle of the gap, which originates from defects in
the random network., e.g., dangling bonds, vacancies, etc,
The center band may be split into a donor, Ey and an
acceptor band, Ex, which will also pin the Fermi level
(Fig. 2.3b). These two bands are separated by an
appropriate correlation energy or Hubbard U.
2.1.3 Glow-discharge a-Si:H model
Fig.2.4 Density of states distribution for gd a-Si
specimens(after Madan et al,1976)
Madan, Spear and LeComber determined the density of
gap states distributions for gd a-Si:H specimen by the
field-effect technique(Madan et a1, 19 7 6). A curve of
density of gap state distribution for a gd a-Si :H specimen
prepared at substrate temperature of about 520K is shown in
Fig.2.4. The solid line represents the results of
extensive field-effect measurements on undoped and doped
a-Si specimens. The arrow marks the positions of Fermi
level E° normally observed in undoped a-Si
specimens(about 0.65eV below Ec). The dashed line is an
extrapolation curve. In Fig.2.4, according to the
electronic character of the states, the energy spectrum
can be divided into extended states E, band tail states T,
and gap states G. g(E) has a minimun at a position close
to the center of the gap. There is a rapid increase in
g(E) between EA and Ec. The peak at Ey(about 0.45eV
above Ev) is identified to be a hole trap center by the
drift mobility measurements(Allan,1978). But the nature of
the peak at Ex is still unclear. In addition, the shapes
of the band tails were found to be linear.
2.1.4 Density of gap states distributions for doped CVD
a-Si
Fig.2.5 Density of states distribution as a function of
energy for CVD a-Si specimens(Hi rose, 1981)
The density of gap states distribution of doped CVD
a-Si specimens were determined from the field-effect
technique by M.Hirose(1981). The curves of density of gap
states distribution in a series of B- and P-doped CVD
specimens are shown in Fig.2.5. The field-effect results,
as s h o wn in Fig.2.5, show a strong reduction of the
density of states in the center of the gap with the
increase in impurity gas ratio.
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2.1.5 Expressions for density-of-states distributions
(1) A general expression of g(E) for band and band tail
states(Mott and Davis,1979)
Due to the absence of long range order in amorphous
semiconductor, the proportionality between g(E) and EY2
obtained in a crystalline semiconductor is no longer to be
expected for some purpose a form of density-of-states
distribution g(E)=C,(E-EA) for the conduction band and its
tail is assumed. Similarly, for the valence band and its
tail. 2 E-E n
g(E)=C( B) Here n is to be determined-
empirically, EA and EB are the energies as shown in
Fig,.2.3, C, and C2 are two parameters.
(2) A linear band tail state distribution
As mentioned in section 2.1.3, the shapes of the
density of band tail states distribution curves were found
to be linear. Therefore, for conduction band tail
g(E)=C, (E-EA)•
(3) A parabolic band and band tail states distribution
and an exponential tail distribution
Cohen(1984a) proposed a model for the density of
states of a-Si as follows.
i For conduction band as shown in Fig.2.6
For EE,, g'(E)=AL ((E_E, )-rEO/2)Y (2.1.1)
For EE, g2(E)=Ac (Eo%2 exp(_(E, -E) Eo) (2.1.2)
ii For valence band as shown in Fig.2.6
For EE2, gl (E)=Av ((E2-E)+Ea/2)y (2.1.3)
For EE2 j g2(E)=AV (Eo/2 )yeXP((E-E2)/Lo) (2.1.4)
where superscripts c and v stand for conduction band and
valence band respectively, A and Av are constants, E, and
E2, as shown in Fig.2.6, are the energies at which the
exponential tails in the density of states start, Eq and eJ
are the width of the two exponential tails.
Mott(1987) identified E] with EA•
Fig.2.6 Schematic plot of density of states as a function
of energy(The Cohen model). Shaded area denotes localized
states.
2.2 Dangling bonds and hydrogenation effect
2.2.1 Dangling bonds in a-Si
Fig.2.7 Sketches of the optimal local coordinations for
a-Si atom in several different configurations: (a) ground
state, (b) neutral dangling bond (c) positively
charged dangling bond, ( d; negatively charged dang-1,n g
bond, ( e two fold-coordinated Si atom, (f)
complex consisting of two three—center bonds with
bridging H atoms. The bond angles identified are
Fig.2.8 Schematic plot of a simple band model.The pair1 of
D and D corresponds to a +U while D- and D+ to a -U.
Since a-3i:H forms an overconstrainted network,
derects(e.g. dangling bonds) are introduced via strains
during the film deposition process to reduce the average
coordination. The no tation(Adler, 19 7 8) is used in
Fig. 2. 7, where T stands for a Si atom, the subscript Z
signifies the coordinations number, and the superscript q
gives the local charge state. There are three kinds of
dangling bonds. A neutral dangling bond as shown in
Fig.2.7b, is a Si atom.with just one unpaired electron. It
may release this unpaired electron to form a positively
charged dangling bond, (see Fig.2.7c) or capture
another electron to become a negatively charged dangling
bond, (see Fig.2-.7d). Dangling bonds have coordination
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number 3, i.e., Z=3, which is lower than that of a normal
structural bonding Si, Ta (see Fig.2.7a). Conventionally,
we use D°, D+, and D to denote a neutral, a positively
charged, and a negatively charged -dangling bond
respectively. Among the three kinds of dangling bonds,
only D° is paramagnetic while D+ and D are non-
paramagnetic. Therefore, only neutral dangling bonds can
contribute to the electron spin resonaace(ES??) signal.
Fig.2.8 shows a simple band model, where U is the
correlation energy between two different kinds of dangling
bonds. The sign of U for the dangling bond in a-Si:H is
still a matter of controversy. Many techniques, for
example dark- and photo-ICTS(Isothermal capacitance
transient spectroscopy)(OKUSHI et al,1984), CPM(Constant
photocurrent method)(Jan KOCKA,1987). PDS(photothermal
deflection spectroscopy)(PIERE et al,1987), frequency
resolved spectrum of modulated photocurreit(MPC)(NNITTA
al,1987), have been used to determine the nature and the
locations of dangling bonds. The experimental results from
different groups with different techniques are quite
different. For example, the location of the negatively
charged dangling bond(D) was found to be 0.35eV(Spear et
ai,1983), 0.52aV(O UHSI et al,1982), 0.6e1j(OHEDA et
al,1982), 0.8eV(Johnson,1983) and 0.85eV(Cohen et al,1982)
below Ec. Therefore,many problems concerning the nature and
locations of dangling bonds so far remain unsolved.
2.2.2 Hydrogenation effect on a-Si
Fig.2.9 Tight-binding approach to the band structure of
hydrogenated amorphous silicon films. (a) A central Si
atom tetrahedra11y coordinated by four neighbouring Si
atoms; the eight sp3 hybridized orbitals are split into
tour bonding and four antibcnding orbitals, which
respectively spread into the valence and conduction bands
of the solid. (b) A central Si atom surrounded by only
three neighbouring Si atoms forming hybridized sp3 bonds.
The fourth electron on the central atom occupies a
nonbonding orbitai(a dangling bond), separated from its
unoccupied partner by the correlation energy U; both
nonbonding states lie within the gap. (c) A central Si
atom tetrahedrally coordinated by three neighbouring Si
atoms and one H atom; the Si-H bonding orbital falls deep
within the valence band, while the Si-H antibonding
orbital lies near the lower edge of the conduction band.
The band structures of a-Si:H films estimated from
tight-binding approach(Ad 1er, 1978) are shown in Fig.2.9.
Fig.2.9a shows a central Si atom tetrahedrally coordinated
by four neighbouring Si atoms; the eight sp3 hybridized
orbitals are split into four bonding and four antibonding
orbitalsjwhich spread into the valence and conduction band
of the. solid. In Fig.2,9b, a central Si atom surrounded by
only three neighbouring Si atoms forming hybridized sp3
bonds. The fourth electron on the central atom occupies a
no n bo a ding orbital(a dangling bond), separated from its
unoccupied partner by the correlation energy U and both of
the nonbonding staces lie within the gap. If a central Si
atom is tetrahedrally coordinated by three neighbouring Si
atoms and one H atom as shown in Fig.2.9c, the Si-H
bonding orbital falls deep within the valence band, while
the Si-H antibonding orbital lies near the lower edge of
the conduction band. Therefore. H atoms incorporated .into
the silicon network can remove the deep gap states and
convert them into extended or nearly extended states and
hence improve the quality of a-Si films. Furthermore, due
to the nature of disorder, there can be weak but
diamagnetic bonds within a random network and these bonds
may be easily broken apart and then terminated by H atoms
(Brodsky et al,1979). By a weak bond we mean a Si-Si bond
with bond length other than the ideal value of 2.35A
Thus, the most obvious effects of hydrogen incorporation
in a-Si:H are the passivation of dangling bonds and the
lowering of the average coordination number(see Fig.2.7f).
2.3 Electronic transport properties in amorphous
semiconductors
2.3.1 Energy dependent microscopic mobility
After taking the electron-phonon interaction into
consideration, Cohen et al(1984a) gave expressions of
microscopic mobility for the extended states(conduct ion
band) and the localized states(band tail).
For is almost energy independent.
(2.3.la)
For is strongly energy- and
temperature-dependent.
(2.3.1b)
Here Ey is the energy below which amplitude fluctuation in
the extended states is not significant. is the value at
Ey of the correlation length of the amplitude
fluctuations. v is the exponent governing the divergence
of the correlation length at the mobility edge and is
slightly greater than unity. a is taken to be a linearly
increasing function of temperature
a =l-b(Ta-T) (2.3.2)
Ta is a parameter of temperature.
2.3.2 Macroscopic mobility
(a) General expression of macroscopic mobility for
extended states
Macroscopic mobility in extended states is
related to microscopic mobility ji(E) and density of states
distribution g(E) by the equation(Cohen et al ,1984b)
(2.3.3)
Here a is a band index (a=c for the conduction band; v for
the valence band),
ga(E) the density of states per unit volume,
jja(E) the microscopic carrier mobility, and
fa(E) the Fermi distribution function.
(b) Some conventional expressions for macroscopic
mobilities in the extended and localized
states(Nagels, 1976)
i Mobility in extended states
There are three expressions for the mobility at
conduction band edge, ji( E c).
The first was given by Mott(see, for example
Nage18,1976),
(2.3. 4.a) 0
Here a is the interatomic spacing and B is the width of
the band.
The second was given by Hind1ey(1970) and Friedman(1571)
based on a so-called random phase model.
(2.3.4b)
Here a is the interatomic spacing, Z the coordination
number and J the electronic transfer integral.
The third was given by Cohen(1970) based on a diffusive
or Brownian-type motion model.
(2.3.4c)
Here a is also the interatomic spacing and v the j um d
frequency.
ii Mobility for band tail hopping
The mobility for band tail hopping can be expressed
as
(2.3.5)
where is the phonon frequency, R the distance covered in
one hop and W the hopping energy.
iii Mobility for nearest neighbour hopping
By Einstein relationship
with diffusion coefficienc where R is the
jumping distance and p the jumping probability.
whe r e is the phonon frequency, a the decay constant of
the localized wavefunction and W the hopping energy.
Then
(2.3.6)
2.3,3 General expressions for conductivity and
thermoelectric power
By making use of the Kubo-Greenwood formulae(Dohler
1979, Cohen et al 1984a,b), the macroscopic conductivity
o and thermoelectric power S can be expressed as follows.
(2.3.7)
(2.3.8)
where g(E) is the density of states per unit volume,
j_i(E) the microscopic carrier mobility,
f(E) the carrier occupation number,
e the electron charge,
k the Boltzmann constant and
Ef the Fermi energy.
If g(E) and ji(E) are known or can be assumed to have
certain forms, o (T) and S(T) can be calculated from
equations 2.3.7 and 2.3.8 by integrating them explicitly
over energy.
2.3.4 The Dundee model
Jones et al(1977) of the Dundee group analysed the
experimental data of o and S for their gd a-Si:H P~doped
specimens. They claimed that the experimental data of
o and S could be interpreted successfully in terms of two
conduction paths: one in the extended electron states just
above Ec, the other in the localized electron states
where transport takes place by phonon-assis ted hopping.
The energy on which the hopping path is centered is
denoted by E L• The total conductivity (JT is given by the







where W denotes the hopping energy.
The ore-exponential factor ooc is given by
(2.3.11)
where u(Ec) and g(Ec) are the mobility and density of
states at conduction band edge. the coefficient which
describes the temperature dependence of EC~EF in a linear
flPiirnxiniflt-inn s ri d is d p f i n p d bv
(2.3.12)
For a linear band tail, i.e.,
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with AE=EC--EA
where EA is the energy as shown in Fig.2.4.
Then the exponential factor Goy can be expressed
as(Naoeis, 1976)
Goo= 6ohop (kT/LE) C (2.3.13)
where Qohop=(1/6) Vphe2R2g(Ec) (2.3.14a)
and C=1-(exp(-LE/kT))(1+LE/kT) (2.3.14b)
The thermoelectric power is the sum of weighted
contributions of the two oaths:
S ac S QL SL (2.3.15)T
with
Sc =-k/ i e i ((EC°EF) /kT)+Soc (2.3 .16a)
and
SL=-k/iei((EL-EF)/kT)+Soc (2.3.16b)
The intercepts Soc and Soy are given by
Soc=-k/iei (Ac-a/k) (2.3.17a)
SoL=-k/ !e!(AL-6/k) (2.3e17b)
where Ac and AL are two parameters, Ac can be
determined by the energy dependence of the conductivity
above Ec (e.g. Fritzsche 1971).
2.3.5 The Beyer-Overhof model
Beyer(1984) and Overhof(1981, 1983) analysed the experimental
data of o and S for both P~ and B-doped gd a~Si:H films,
They found that kinks revealed in both plots of log
against 1T and S against 1T for all P-doped films at a
temperature about 400K. They believed that the existence
of the kinks is a consequence of discontinuous changes in
E t (T)(the mean energy of the mobility edge) and EF(T) and
suggested a model to explain their experimental results.
If the transport is homopolar and non-degenerate
statistics can be used, it is possible to write
(2.3.18)
(2.3.19)
wher e is the conductivity pre-exponential factor,
the conductivity activation energy at
Es (T)—E F (T) the thermoelectric power activation
energy at temperature T,
A(T) the heat transport.
Combining equations 2.3.18 and 2.3.19, the Q function can
be defined as
(2.3.20)
In equation 2.3.20, any shift-of E F( T) cancels exactly.
A plot of Q against 1T shows no kink at T 400K but
generally gives a non—zero slope. Beyer and Overhof
attribute these to a long— range potential fluctuatio
which may arise from local density fluctuations, growth
inhomogeneities, and electric fields due to charged
centers. Since in highly doped material charges are
distributed at random in space, they believe that the
potential fluctuation is mainly due to the electrostatic
internal field. They treat the effect of these potential
fluctuations in a semiclassical way assuming that only the
energy of the mobility edges is modulated according to
this notential. After is introduced, they find that





where Qn is the intercept of the 0 curve.
Eq the activation energy of Q function,
E t the mean energy of the mobility edge.
In equation 2.3.21a, any dependence of Et and EF on
temperature cancels exactly.
Beyer and Overhof pointed out that for the validity
of their model, the fluctuations should be long-range
enough not to cause strong localization. Therefore, the
Beyer-Overhof model is valid under two important
restrictions.
(1) Conduction in extended states is highly dominant.
(2) Non-degenerate statistics must hold.
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2.4 Drift mobility of amorphous semiconductor(Mott and
Davis,1979)
Fig.2.10 (a) Experimental arrangement for drift mobility
studies: p=d/Ftt =d2/Vtt (b) schematic representation of
shallow and deep trapping processes
Carriers are injected at one point of a sample and
their transit time tt to another point at a distance d is
measured under the influence of an electric field F. The
drift mobility is then defined by
/ 0=d/Ftt (2 .4. 1)
For a crystalline material haviag NTt traps with
discrete energy Et below the conduction band and
conductivity mobility Po the drift mobility is
given by
}io-J1o(no/(nt+no)
where no and nt are the carrier densities in the band and
in the traps respecti_veiy
If a thermal equilibrium between the free and trapped
carriers during transit is set up, this ratio can be





except at high temperature where the probability of
thermal release is high.
Here NC is the effective density of states at the band
edge.
If is plotted against l/T, the slope yields the trap
depth, and, if duo and NC are known, the intercept yields
the trap density.
For amorphous semiconductors we distinguish between
'intrinsic' traps(localized states) extending from a band
edge at EA to EC and deep extrinsic traps due to
defects, as shown in Fig-2-10b. If hopping between
the former is possible, we can define an intrinsic drift
mobility
o° ext (AE/kT)exp(-AE/kT)+j1hop cxp(-W/kT) (2.4.3)
Here pext _s the mobi i _ty at the mobility edge,
LPL=Ec -EA and n comes from the assumption that the
n
form of density of states distribution is g(E)oc(E-EA)
hop the pre-exponential factor of the second path,
W the hopping energy of the second path and
depending on temperature.
If band conduction is highly dominant, equation 2.4.3
can be reduced to
OD ext (DE/kT)n exp(-LE/kT) (2.4.4a)
If po is plotted against 1/T, the value of (Ec-EA) can be
estimated from the slope.
On the other hand, when hopping in the localized
states is highly dominant, equation 2.4.3 becomes
e x p(- W k T) (2.4.4b)
The hopping energy of W can be estimated from the slope of
plot of against 1T.
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Fig.2.11 Photocurrent in gd a-Si plotted against the
inverse temperature for a specimen prepared at 55 OK.
The measurements uere made at a photon energy 2 e v at the
stated intensities. The numbers along the curves are the
activation energies in eV. id denotes the dark current
(Spear et al,1974).
Fig.2.12 Temperature dependence of the photocurrent in
the low-temperature range for specimens prepared at
different T. Photon energy 2 e V, except for (e) obtained
with 1.2eV photons. Numbers along the curves are the
activation energies in eV. ue electron drift mobility
(Spear et al,1974).
Fig.2.13 Density of states distribution for gd a-Si
specimens( after Madan et a 3. ,1976)
Spear et al(1974) analysed their experimental data of
pnotocoiiQuctivity for gd a~Si specimens and. proposed a
model to explain the experimental results in the three
temperature ranges A,B and C as shown in Fig.2.II and
2.12. Fig.2.11 shows the photocurrent ip as a function of
inverse temperature for a specimen prepared at a substrate
temperature about 550K. id denotes the dark current.
Fig.2.12 shows plots of ip against 1T for films deposited
at different temperatures Td in the temperature ranges B
and C, compared with the electron drift
mobi11 y, measured directly. The similarity
of the curves shows, with the kink at the same
temperature, that is an 'intrinsic' property, depending
little on the density of defects. After analysing the
experimental curves shown in Fig.2.12, Mott and Davis gave
an expression for photocurrent:
(2,5.1)
where is the drift mobility,
F the electric field,
the excess charge carriers due to the radiation.
Equation 2.5.1 is valid only in the temperature
ranges B and C.
In nigh temperature range A, increases
with 1T with a positive slope.
Now (2.5.2)
where is the electron mobility in the extended states,
the excess electron density in the extended
states.
In thermal equilibrium between states at Ec and EA as shown
in Fig.2.13, nc is related to nA the concentration of
electron trapped near EA by
(2.5.3)
where Nc is the effective density of states at Ec,
Na the effective density of states at EA.
If electrons trapped in states near EA recombine with
holes trapped in states near Ey, as shown in Fig.2.13, the
steady state is determined by the relation
(2.5.4)
where G is the generation rate,
Py the equilibrium concentration of holes at Ey,
Py the excess holes due to the radiation,
r the recombination constant.
And (2.5.5)
where Ny is the effective centers at Ey.
Combining equations 2.5.2, 2.5.3, 2.5.4 and 2.5,5, then
(2.5.6)
Spear et al claimed that equation 2.5.6 could describe
their experimental data of ip properly in the temperature
range A,
In temperature range B and for large photo-signal
case, i.e., ipid, the Fermi level split into the quasi
Fermi levels for electrons and holes. If one assumes that
most of the carriers are trapped near EA and Ey, one can
use the charge neutrality condition in the simple form
Then equations 2.5.2, 2.5.4 and 2.5.3 lead to
(2.5.7)
Equation 2.5.7 is similar to the combination of equations
2.5.1 and 2.4.4a. as shown in Fig.2.12.
In temperature range C, and the transport
mechanism changes from the extended state conduction at Ec
to electron hopping conduction around EA. The reason for
this is that with decreasing T the probability of thermal
release, Pth, of an electron localized at EA will drop
rapidly so that below a critical temperature it will
become more probable that the electron hops to a
neighbouring atom with phonon assistance.
The hopping mobility is given by
(2.5.8)
where is the pre-exponential factor and W the
hopping energy.
The change in conduction mechanism implies that
equation 2.5.2 takes the form
(2.5.9)
Making use of the charge neutrality condition and
combining equations 2.5.4, 2.5.8 and 2.5.9, tnen
(2.5.10)
In fact, equation 2.5.10 is similar to the combination of
equations 2.5.1 and 2.4.4b. as shown in
Fig.2.12. The dependence of W on temperature can be
observed from the changes in the slope of ip in the
temperature C in Fig.2.12.
2.6 The crystalline-semiconductor transport theory
For a crystalline semiconductor, if the Fermi-Dirac
statistics can be replaced by the Boltzmann statistics,
i.e., if it is
non-degenerate, otherwise it is degenerate.
For a non-degenerate n-type crystalline
semiconductor, the thermoelectric power can be expressed
as
(2.6.1)
as well as (see, for example, Smith 1978)
(2.6.2)
where Nq is the effective density of states near the
bottom of the conduction band,
n the electron density,




where is the effective electron mass and h the Planck
cons tant.
Substituting equation 2.6.3 into eqn. 2.6.2 and then
plotting (ieik)S against InT, a straight line with slope
1.S will hp obtained.
On the other hand, for a degenerate n-type
crystalline semiconductor, the thermoelectric power can
be written as(see, for example, Smith 1978)
(2,6.4)
where 7n is a constant which depends on the scattering
mechanism and Ep the Fermi energy. A plot of S against T
will give a straight line with zero intercept.
Chapter 3
Experimental set-ups and techniques
3.1 Set-ups for post-hydrogenation
The set-ups used for post-hydrogenation of LPCVD
samples are shown in Fig.3.1. A vacuum system, including a
mechanical rotary pump and an oil diffusion pump, is used
to get a high vacuum with pressure about 10-5 torr in the
working chamber. Hydrogen gas enters the ion gun
through the 'GAS INLET' and is then ionized in the gun
due to the high tension or collisions of other ions.
The H ions are accelerated and extracted out of the gun.
The ion beam is then focussed at the sample.A tungsten halogen
lamp is used to control the temperature of the sample. To
avoid light radiating directly on the ion gun, a
radiation shield is installed. In addition, a scanning
motor rotates the sample forwards and backwards to
increase the homogeneity of hydrcgenation in Cue sample.
Fig.3.2 shows the diagram of the scanning motor
controller circuit. The circuit is very simple. It
consists of three 3V relays(Rl, R2 and R3), two power
supplies(El for the three relays and E2 for the DC motor),
one electrical switch (S), two copper plates('1' and '2')
and a probe('3'). The probe is made of a copper screw. The
DC motor can be operated at a voltage as low as 1 volt. If
the voltage of E2 increases, the speed of the motor will
increase, too. The scanning direction of the DC motor is
























Fig.3.1 Schematic plot of the set-ups for post-
hydro g e na t i on. 1 and 2 are two copper plates, 3 a
probe made of a copper screw, 4 and 5 the DC motor
connections and DM stands for DC motor.
Fig.3.2 Detialed circuit diagram of the DC
scanning motor controller unit.
R Relay
S Switch
El Relay power supply
E2 DC motor power supply
0 Relay in 'open' condition
C Relay in 'close' condition
Fig.3.3 External circuit of the DC motor and its







Fig• 3 .4 Schematic plots of the working
procedures of the DC motor control unit
'4' and '5'. For example, when '4f is positive and '5' is
negative, the motor rotates in counter-clockwise direction
towards the copper plate '1'. However if the polarities of
'4' and '5' are just opposite as before, the motor will
rotate cloclwisely towards f2f. For relay Rl, if no
current passes through its coil, it is in 'open'
condition. Under this condition, switch SI touches 01. On
the other hand, the Rl is in 'closed' condition, i.e. SI
touches CI, when sufficiently large current passes
through the coil.
Fig.3.3 shows the external circuit of the scanning DC
motor and its control unit and power supply. To avoid a
short circuit, the red(R) and black(B) lines and
connections must not touch each other. The red(R) lines,
especially the line of '1', must not touch the metal box
of the motor control unit(i.e. in a short circuit
condition). Otherwise the regulator, which is a TTL-IC, of
power supply E2 may be damaged. In addition, if the line
'1' touches the metal box, the scanning motor will rotate
in only one direction. When the motor control unit is not
in use, the switch S should be in 'off' position.
Now we explain the working procedures of the scanning
mctor control unit by referring to Fig.3.4. In Fig.3.4,
the relay Rl is used to control the relays R2 and R3. The
polarities of the motor connections '4f and '5' are
controlled by the relays R2 and R3.
(a) When the switch S is closed, the control unit is
working as shown in Fig.3.4a. No current passes through
the coils of the three relays and they are in 'open'
condition, i.e. switches S1,S2 and S3 touch 01,02 and 03
respectively. The connection '4' is positive while '5' is
negative and therefore, the motor rotates in a counter¬
clockwise direction towards the copper plate '1' as shown
in Fig.3.4a.
(b) When the probe '3' touches the copper plate T 1?, a
current i, passes through the coil of R1 along a path as
shown in Fig.3.4b. Now relay R1 is in 'closed' condition,
i.e. SI touches C.l, and another current i 2 passes
through the coil of R1 along another route as shown in
Fig.3.4b. As soon as R1 is in 'closed' condition, current
passes through the coils of R2 and R3. Then both of them
are in 'closed' condition, i.e. S2 and S3 touch C2 and C3
respectively. Therefore, the polarities of connections '4'
and '5' are exchanged, i.e. '4' becomes negative while
'5' is positive and the scanning direction of the DC
motor becomes clockwise.
(c) Once the DC motor rotates in clockwise direction, the
probe '3' becomes disconnected from the copper plate '1'
and the current i, vanishes. But the current i2 still
flows through the coil of Rl. In other words, R1 can
control itself in the 'closed' condition. Therefore, R2 and
R3 are also kept in the 'closed' condition and the DC motor
remains in clockwise rotation as shown in Fig.3.4c.
(d) When the probe '3' touches the copper plate '2' as
shown in Fig.3.4d, the potential difference between the
coil of Rl becomes zero, i.e. i2 vanishes. Thus, Rl
returns to 'open' condition and so do R2 and R3. Then
the DC motor connection '4' becomes positive while '5'
changes to negative and the DC motor once again rotates in
counter-clockwise direction.
Next the situations return to those as shown in
Fig.3.4a. The four procedures repeat over and over again
until the switch S is in 'off' position.
3.2 Thermoelectric power, dark- and photo-conductivity
measurements
3.2.1 Set-ups for thermoelectric power, dark- and photo¬
conductivity measurements
The schematic diagram of the experimental set-ups for
thermoelectric power, dark- and photo-conductivity
measurements is shown in Fig.3.5. The three O-rings, as
shown in Fig.3.5, are used to fix the quartz bar. The
measurements are performed in high vacuum with pressure
about 5x10 5 torr. Due to the two 1.5 powerful heaters
and well thermally insulated arrangement, the sample
temperature can easily reach about 670K. In order to get
good thermal contact between the sample and the stainless
steel sheet sample holder, high vacuum silicone grease is
put between tlieia(aiso between the Corning 7059 glass and
the sample holder). The high vacuum grease can stand
high temperature(about 670K) for about 7 hours before it
becomes dry. With a good thermal contact between the heat
sink(the liquid nitrogen container) and. the sample
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Fig.3.5 Schamtic diagram of the working chamber
for the measurements of thermoelectric power and











Fig.3.6 Circuit diagram for the measurements of
thermoelectric power and resistivity of LPCVD
f I1mn










Fig.3.7 Top view of the thin film LPVCD sample attached
on a sample holder showing locations of thermocouples and
Seebeck voltage leads
Two parallel strips of electrical contacts, as sho wn
in Fig.3.7, are printed on the sample with silver paste.
The two Seebeck voltage leads and the thermocouples are
fixed also with silver paste.The average temperature and
the temperature difference are measured by an ambient
temperature thermocouple and a differential thermocouple
respectively. In Fig.3.6, two Keithley 177 microvolt
digital multi-meters(DMM) are used for the temperature
measurements. The input impedance of the Keithley 177 and
616 meters are 10 and 101 4 respectively. Therefore, a
Keithley 177 DMM is used if the sample resistance is lower
than 105 However, for a sample with a resistance higher
than 10s a Keithley 616 DMM should be used.
3.2.2 Thermoelectric power measurement
Fig.3.8 Circuit diagram of two materials a and b joined
at A and B with temperature T2 and Ti respectively where




Fig.3.9 Side view of the arrangement for thermoelectric
power measurements of thin silicon films
If two materials a and b are joined to form two
junctions A and B as shown in Fig.3.8, a voltage Vba will
be developed between the two open ends at C. The voltage
is called the Seebeck voltage and measured with respect to
the hotter junction.
The rate of change of Seebeck voltage with
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temperature is called the thermoelectric power or the




where Sba is the difference between the absolute
thermoelectric power of material a (Sa) and b (Sb), i.e.
Sba=Sa-Sb
Conventionally, n-type material is one which corresponds
to hot probe high, i.e. SbaO, while a p-type material
corresponds to hot probe low, i.e. SbaO.
If material b is a metal and material a is a
semiconductor, then SaSb,
i.e. Sba` Sa
Therefore, by using metal contacts on a semiconductor, one
can neglect the contribution of the metal and obtain the
thermoelectric power of the semiconductor directly.
In our experiment, the differential
method(White,1959) is used to measure the thermoelectric
power. In this method, at a certain temperature, a small
temperature difference AT is maintained across a sample
which gives rise to a Seebeck voltage AV as shown in
Fio.3.9. The thermoelectric power at this temperature is
then given by
S(T)=dV(T)/dT -V/-T
on the condition that the temperature difference must be
small enough-By measuring AV for different values of -T at
the same average temperature Ta of the sample, the
average value of the Seebeck coefficient is obtained from





In our experiment, since the separation between the
two parallel electrical contacts, as shown in
Fig.3.7, is in general different from that between the two
junctions of the differential thermocouple, i.e. the
actual value of thermoelectric power should be S(T)
(calculated from equation 3.1) corrected by multipling





Experimental results and discussions
Part I General Properties
4.1.1 Classification of LPCVD phosphorus—doped samples
The electronic transport properties of the phosphorus-
doped LPCVD samples have been studied by the means of dark
conductivity, photocoductivity and thermoelectric power
methods. According to their transport properties and X-ray
diffraction test results, they are classified into two main
groups: amorphous samples and microcrystalline samples, as
shown in Table 4.1.2.The amorphous samples can be furthermore
divided into three subgroups: A1, A2 and A3 in
accordance with their transport properties before
hydrogenation.
The A1 samples prepared under the conditions of
substrate temperature and impurity gas ratic
have poor transport properties before hydrogenation because
p 7 vp Inu and low
under one AMI illumination) and
large spin densit; and the Fermi
level is pinned near the middle of the gap(0.75eV belo
typically).
The A2 samples prepared under the conditions of
and impurity gas rati have hig t
i and hig t
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Table 4.1.2 Classification of phosphorus doped LPCVD Si samples
range(0.37—0.2eV). Thus, the A2 samples are high quality
samples, especially samples CP145 and CP146.
The A3 samples were prepared at high substrate
t emperature and low impurity gas ratio
They have high (the highest is and small
range(ths smallest is 0.056eV). In addition, the
A3 samples also have high typically about
(under about one AMI illumination). Therefore, the A3
samples are also high quality samples.
For the uC samples, X-ray diffraction peaks are usually
observed and the values of are very smaJl, typically
The values of are found to be much higher
than those of the amorphous samples.
The analysis of the electronic transport properties before
and after hydrogenation for each group of samples will be
done in the Part 2,3,4 and 5.
4.1.2 ESR analysis on boron- and phosphorus-doped. LPCVD
samples
Spin density, i.e. the density of neutral dangling
bonds, was studied by ESR method. The results of spin
density as- a function of impurity gas ratio for both boron-
and phosphorus-doped samples are shown in Fig.4.1.2a.In this
figure, one can see that both boron and phosphorus atoms
incorporated into the silicon network can reduce the spin
density because initially the value of spin density
decreases rapidly as the impurity gas ratio increases.
Furthermore, for the same impurity gas ratio the spin
density of a boron—doped sample is in general smaller than
that of a phosphorus-doped sample. Although the value of
spin density of both boron- and phosphorus-doped samples
increases again after it passes a minimun value when the
impurity gas ratio get larger, it cannot be concluded that
the impurities incorporated into the silicon network create
neutral dangling bonds because the g value of the ESR
signal is unknown. For phosphorus-doped samples, the values
of spin density of the four groups of samples as a function
of phosphorus concentration are shown in Fig.4.1.5.For
samples of group Al, the spin density seems to decrease
linearly as the phosphorus concentration increases.
However, for both A2 and A3 samples, there is an
increase in spin density as the phosphorus concentration
increases. In addition, the distribution of spin density as
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a function of phosphorus concentration seems to have a
parabolic shape for the crystalline samples.
Fig.4.1.2b Spin density of the resonance signals as a
function of impurity gas ratio in boron- and phosphorus-
doped as-deposited films at T=90K(Magarino et al, 1982)
A curve similar to those shown in Fig.4.1.2a, was found
by other research group (Magarino et al,1982) as shown in
Fig.4.1.2b for CVD B- and P-doped a-Si films. They explained
their experimental data of spin density with a model of
electronic compensation of defects by doping. This model can
be explained schematically by the two reactions
P+ D° D+ P+ (4.1.2-1)
B+ D° i D++ B (4.1.2,2)
Thus, the initial decrease in the spin density is due
to the capture of an electron or a hole by a neutral
dangling bond D° from animpurity P or B to form a charged
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bonds are non-paramagnetic. After the impurity gas ratio is
larger than a certain value(10 for B —doped films while 5x10
for P— doped films as shown in Fig.4.1.2b), the spin density
increases again with a change of the value of g from 2.0058
to 2.013 for the B-doped films and 2.0043 for the P-doped
films. These indicate a change of spin center from the
neutral dangling bond states to the occupied valence band
tail states or occupied conduction band tail states.
If the model and the explanations given by Magarino et
al are correct, the explanations of the behaviour of the
spin density of our LPCVD samples are simple.
The decrease in the spin density with the phosphorus
concentration for the Al sample as shown in Fig.4.1.5, is
due to the electronic compensation of D by an impurity P as
shown in the reaction equation 4.1.2.1. On the other hand,
once the spin signal due to the occupied conduction band
tail states is larger than that due to the neutral dangling
bond states, the spin density increases with the phosphorus
concentration as for the A2 and A3 samples in Fig.4.1.5.
4.1.3 Effect of deposition conditions on crystallization
of the phosphorus-doped LPVCD samples
The X-ray diffraction results are tabulated in Table
4.1.1. From the Table4.1.1 and 4.1.2, it can be found that
the necessary conditions for crystallization are high
substrate temperature and high impurity gas ratio. But high
temperature alone cannot achieve crystallization
without the assistance of high impurity gas ratio. For
example, the samples cannot be crystallized even at a
temperature higher than 600 °C if the impurity gas ratio is
4
below 10 while crystallization can occur once the
— 4
value of is over 10
4.1.4 Effect of deposition conditions on solid phase 
phosphorus concentration
The solid phase phosphorus concentration of the LPCVD 
films was studied by the SIMS method. The results of solid 
phase phosphorus concentration as functions of impurity gas 
ratio and substrate temperature are shown in Fig.4.1.3 and 
4.1.4. In Fig.4.1.3, one can see that the phosphorus 
concentration increases as the impurity gas ratio increases 
and this increase becomes rapid when the impurity gas ratio
—  Ais over 10 . From Fig.4.1.4 , it is obvious that the
phosphorus concentration depends slightly on the substrate 
temperature. For the amorphous samples, the phosphorus
concentration for each impurity gas ratio remains
almost constant over the whole substrate temperature range. 
The decrease in the phosphorus concentration in the two 
series of samples with impurity gas ratio 10 and 4*10
when the substrate temperature is over 560°C is totally due 
to the crystallization of the films. This phenomenon can be 
easily understood because the less random of the silicon 
network the smaller amount of phosphorus can be incorporated 
into the network.
4•1•5 Effect of deposition conditions on the values of
room temperature dark conductivity before and after
hydrogenation
Room temperature dark conductivity and activation
energy as a function of impurity gas ratio for both boron-
doped and phosphorus-doped amorphous silicon samples
prepared at substrate temperature before
and after post-hydrogenation are shown in Fig.4.1.1.
For comparison ,experimental data of
g1o w— discharged samples (Spear et al 1976) are also
plotted (dashed line) in the same figure. For
phosphorus-doped samples the values of room temperature dark
conductivity as functions of phosphorus concentration and
substrate temperature before and after hydrogenation are
shown in Fig.4.1.6 and 4.1.7.In Fig.4.I.6,there is a general
increase in the dark conductivity as the phosphorus
concentration increases both for samples before and
after hydrogenation. A similar increasing trend can also be
found in Fig. 4.1.7, when the substrate temperature increases.
In Fig.4.1.7, for the sample series with impurity gas
ratio 1 0 3, the dark conductivity flattens
out when the substrate temperature is higher than
This is due to crystallization of the samples.From Fig.4.1.6
and 4.1.7, one can see that hydrogen atoms incorporated
into the silicon network can increase the value of dark
conductivity, especially for those samples having low value
of dark conductivity before hydrogenation. The maximun
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value of (before hydrogenation) (after
hydrogenation)] =4.8 .was observed for sample CP107.
The largest observed value of room temperature dark
conductivity for amorphous sample is (CP 10 9) and
for crystalline samples is (CP 117).
4.1.6 Effect of deposition conditions on the values of
room temperature photoconductivity and photosensitivity
before and after hydrogenation
P.hotoconductivity and photosensitivity are defined
below.
Photoconductivity=conductivity under illumination --dark
conductivity
i.e.
Photosensitivity-( photoconductivity) (dark conductivity)= cP o D
Room temperature photoconductivity and
photosen sit ivity measured under about one AMI white
light illumination, as function of phosphorus concentration
and substrate temperature are shown in Fig.4.1.8 and 4.1.9.
A general increase in photoconductivity
with increasing phosphorus concentration
is found in Fig.4.1.8 both for samples
before and after post- hydrogenation. A similar
increasing trend is also found in Fig.4.1.9. On the other
hand, photosensitivity, especially those for post-
hydrogenated samples, decreases as the phosphorus
concentration and substrate temperature increase.
The maximum value of log 0 1 0 (after
hydrogenation) (before hydrogenation)] =5.4 (CP125),
which shows that hydrogen atoms incorporated into the
silicon network can enhance photoconductivity significantly.
For the crystalline samples and s ome amorphou s sample s
with dark conductivity close to order of i no photoeffect
could be observed because for these samples the value of
photoconductivity is in general at least three orders of
magnitude smaller than the dark conductivity value.
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Fig.4.1.1 Room temperature conductivity a T and
activation energy Eq as a function of impurity
gas ratio for p-type and n-type amorphous silicon
samples at substrate temperature Ts=520
before hydrogenation, after hydrogenation
Spear (1976)
Fig.4.1.2a Spin density as a function of impurity
gas ratio for both p-type and n-type LPCVD samples
Fig.4.1.3 Solid phase phosphorus concentration as
a function of impurity gas ratio
Fig.4.1.4 Solid phase phosphorus concentration as
a function of substrate temperature
Fig.4.1.5 Spin density as a function of solid
phase phosphorus concentration
Fig.4.1.6 Room temperature dark conductivity as a
function of solid phase phosphorus concentration
• before hydrogenation, oafter hydrogenation
Fig.4.1.7 Room temperature dark conductivity as a
function of substrate temperature
•before hydrogenation, o after hydrogenation
Fig.4.1.7 Room temperature dark conductivity as a
function of substrate temperature
• before hydrogenation,o after hydrogenation
Solid phase phosphorus (cm 3)
Fig.4.1.8 Room temperature photoconductivity and
photosensitivity as a function of solid phase
phosphorus concentration
• before hydrogenation, o after hydrogenation
Fig.4.1.9 Room temperature photoconductivity and
photosensitivity as a function of substrate
temperature
• before hydrogenation, o after hydrogenation
Part II Analysis of A1 samples
4.2.1 General features of dark conductivity and
thermoelectric po.wer of A1 samples
The experimental results of spin density, solid phase
phosphorus concentration, room temperature dark- and
photo-conductivity(before and after hydrogenation) are
tabulated in Table 4.2.1.
The experimental data and theoretical curves as a
function of inverse temperature before hydrogenation for
both dark conductivity and thermoelectric power of the A1
samples except sample CP136 are shown in Fig.4.2.1 and
4.2.2 respectively. In Fig.4.2.1, most experimental curves
can be separated into three linear sections, and thus can
be fitted by a three-conduction-path equation
(4.2.1.1)
Here E-|, E2 and E3 are the pr eexponent ial
factor and activation energy of each path respectively.
The result s of E1, E2 and E3 for each A1
sample are shown in Table 4.2.2. From Fig.4.2.1 and
Table 4.2.2, the first path has a typical activation
energy of and a preexponential factor of
and may be identified to be due to
band conduction. The second path with an activation energy
typically about 0.18eV is due to hopping conduction. The
third path at temperature lower than 170K is also due to
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Table 4.2.1 Experimental results of the A1 samples
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Table 4.2.2 Parameters used in equation 4.2.1.1 for each A1 sample
denotes post-hydrogenated sample
in this path indicates that conduction takes
place at energy states very near the Fermi energy EF,
i.e. within the energy range EF+kT. CP113 is a typical
example. Its corresponding curve for thermoelectric power
shown in Fig.4.2.2 decreases linearly with 1T at high
temperature and has an activation energy close to E1 of
dark conductivity for the path one. At K250K S bends
upwards and increase rapidly. This change coincides with a
change in the slope in dark conductivity. Therefore, it
may be concluded that the change of shapes for both
conductivity and thermoelectric power at is due to
a change of conduction mechanism, i.e. a transition from
band conduction to hopping conduction.
Because of large sample resistance, high noise level
and low signal, thermoelectric power cannot be measured at
low temperature.
4.2.2 Analysis of dark conductivity and thermoelectric
power by a numerical integration method
In order to get details about the density of states
and conduction mechanism, we explicitly integrate the
Kubo-Greenwood formulae, as expressed by the equations
2.3.7 and 2.3.8, over energy for both a and S under
certain assumptions on the density of gap states and
microscopic mobility. From the calculation, we have found
that three paths contribute to the conduction. The first
and the third, same as those we have described in
section 4.2.1, are due to band conduction and hopping
conduction near EF respectively. The second path is due to
a Gaussian peak near the middle of band gap. We call this
Gaussian peak a P-band. No contribution from band tail
states is found to be required in the calculations.
Now we write down the equations used in the
calculations.
(1) For the first path, the conduction is due to the
extended states above Ec and f is far from the tc•
Therefore, equations for non-degenerate semiconductors,
for example the Dundee model, can be used here.






(2) For the second path, a Gaussian peak for the density
of states' and an energy independent microscopic mobility




F(E)= Plo exp(-W°,/kT) (4.2.2.2)
kT
where g(Ec) is the density of states at Ec,
the height of the Gaussian peak(i.e. the P-band)
with respect to the g(Ec),
Ep the location of the center of the P-band,
E the spread of the P-band,
10 a parameter
For a Gaussian peak the total density, i.e. the total
area, under it is 2pg(Ec)AE and the density of states at
its center is gg(Ec).
Then from equations 2.3.7 and 2.3.8, we have
D, Ec E-Ep 2
CFPK= exp(-W,,°/kT) _c o dEf(E)exp(-2()) (4.2.2.3)
kT E
where D, =epg(Ec)10 (4.2.2.4)
kD, E c E-E F E-Ep
S- exp(-W)/kT) dEf(E)(--)exp(-2( )2)
i e i 6PK kT- °O kT E
(4.2.2.5)
where f(E) is the electron occupation number and
E-EF=(Ec-EF )+(E-Ec)
=(E-Ec)+(E0--EF)+bT( 6 is a parameter)
(3) For- the third path, since the thermoelectric power is
not available for this path, no expression for S is needed.
Then we use an equation for the third path like the third
term expressed in equation 4.2.1.1, i.e.
(4.2.2.6)
Thus, the t o t a J is the sum of the contributions from
these three paths, i.e.
(4.2.2.7)
However, the thermoelectric power S is the sum of weighted
contributions from the first and the second paths only,
i.e.
(4.2.2.8)
Since and E3 can be determined from
E3 in Table 4.2.2, the fitting parameters
used in equations 4.2.2.7 and 4.2.2.8 are S oc, b, j
and
Equations 4.2.2.7 and 4.2.2.8 are used to fit the
experimental data of both dark conductivity and
thermoelectric power. The fitting curves to the
experimental data are shown in Fig. 4.2.3 a,b, c, d for dark
conductivity and in Fig. 4.2.4a,b,c for thermoelectric
power. The density of states as a function of energy for
each sample is shown in Fig.4.2.5. The parameters used in
the calculations are tabulated in Table 4.2.3. According
to the results of the calculations, the first conduction
path is due to the extended states above Ec at high
temperature. When this path is dominant, thermoelectric
Parameters
Samples
TP 0 T-°E r E F
(eV)
dk S o c
(mVK)
D,















0. 30 2. 9 -0.315 2.67x10 9 0.100 0.070 0.52
0.75 -7. 7 0.599 1.39x108 0.070 0.070 0.55
0.75 -2 .8 0.176 1.30x10 6 0.060 0.072 0. 55
0.7 5 -0. 2 -0.048 6.35x10 6 0.065 0.072 0.55
0.54 -5. 5 0.410 1.43x10 6 0.150 0.070 0.50
0.75 -2. 0 0.107 3.30x10 5 0.050 0.070 0.53
0.85 -1. 5 0.063 5.46x106 0.165 0.220 0.65
0.75 -3. 0 0.193 5.6 0x10 5 0.050 0.060 0.51
Table 4.2.3 Fitting parameters used in the numerical integration calculation
oo
o
power decreases linearly with 1T and has an activation
energy close to the value of
temperature the conduction path changes from band
conduction to a band of localized states, i.e. the P-band,
which locates at 0.55+0.lOeV below conduction band edge
with a typical spread of about 0.07eV. Since the P-band is
near the Fermi energy EF with a large spread, the values
of thermoelectric power due to this band, typically
between -0.5mVK and 0 mVK, are much smaller in magnitude
than those due to band conduction, typically over
-1.4mVK. This can be used to explain why the value of
thermoelectric power increases rapidly with 1T once the
second path,i.e.the P-band,becomes dominant.The third path
is due to the density of states around the Fermi energy
Ef• This path becomes dominant only at low temperature,
in general T170K. At such low temperature the energy of
an electron is very low. Therefore, conduction takes place
only within the energy states very near the Fermi energy
Ef, i.e. hopping conduction at Fermi level. No
contribution from the band tail states can be observed
from the calculation.Therefore,the band tail width WT=WoEo
cannot be determined from the calculation but it might be
estimated from the measurement of photoconductivity after
the samples were post-hydrogenated.
Comparing the values of E2in Table 4.2.2 to the
values of
'in Table 4.2.3, it is found that for most
s am pie s except the samples of CP103, CP112 and
CP123. This can be easily understood if one refers 'to
Fig.4.2.5. For those samples with the Fermi energy
is outside the P-band. Thus, E2 can be written as
whe r e is an energy between Ep and EF. On
the other hand. for those samples with the Fermi
level lies inside the P-band
Because the Fermi level EF is pinned at near the
middle of band gap, the band gap shrinkage effect
dominates over the charge overflowing effect and this can
be used to explain why for most samples except CP103 the
sign ofdis negative.
4.2.3 Estimate of the density of states at conduction
band edge, g(Ec)
The preexponentia1 factor 0oc in equation 2.3.10a can
be expressed by equation 2.3.11 as
(4.2.3.1)
From equation 2.3.17a, the intercept S0c of thermoelectric
power due to conduction band can be written as
then
(4.2.3.2)
Here Ac is determined by the energy dependence of
conductivity above Ec (e.g. Fritzsche 1971). If, above Ec,
the product of mobility and the density of states
g(E) is proportional to then theory predicts that
(Jones et al 1977). Under the assumptions of
constant density of states and energy independent mobility
(Nagels, 1976), i.e. m=0, Ac =1 and equation 4.2.3.2
become s
(4.2.3.3)
Using equation 4.2.3.3 and the values Soc shown in Table
4.2.3, the values of for Al samples have been
calculated and tabulated in Table 4.2.4.
Now making use of the two expressions given by
equations 2.3.4a and 2.3.4b for
we estimate
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Table 4.2.4 Density of states at conduction band edge
Let g 1 (E- c), g2 (E c) be the density of states at Ec
calculated by using equation 2.3.4a, 2.3.4b respectively.
(1) From equation 2.3.4a
(2.3.4a)
0
Here a is the interatomic spacing, typically between 2A
o
and 4A and B the width of the band.
Taking a=3A, B=10eV(Kramer et al,1983), then
From equation 4.2.3.1
Thus, (4.2.3.4)
Using C o =1 and the values of and
shown in Table 4.2.2 and 4.2.4, the values of g.(Ec) for
A1 samples have been calculated and tabulated in Table
4.2.4.
(2) From equation 2.3.4b
(4.2.3b)
Here a is also the interatomic spacing, Z the coordination
number, and J the electronic transfer integral.
From equation 4.2.3.1
hoc=eCog2(E c) exp(- 6/k)
=(2re2a5 Z/3-h)J2 (92(Ec) )2 exp(-6/k)
1 3ii hoc
Then g2(E c)=(-) ( exp(6 /k) ) 2 (4.2 .3. 5 )
J 2Ye2 a5 Z
0
Using a=3A, Z=4, J=1eV(Nagles,1976) and the values of
6,o and 6/k shown in Table 4.2.2 and 4.2.4, the values of
g2 (Ec) for Al samples have been calculated and tabulated
in Table 4.2.4.
In Table 4.2.4, one can see that for most of the Al
samples gl(Ec) is of the same order of magnitude as g2(Ec) and
the variation of g2(Ec) is smaller than that of g, (E c ).
This is due to the reduction of the variation of the term
6ocexp( 6 /k) by a square root as shown in equation
22 -3 -1
4.2.2.5. The typical value of gl(Ec) is about 10 cm eV . i
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4•2.4 Post hydrogenation effect on the A1 samples
According to the analysis- in previous two sections
4.2.1 and 4.2.2, the electronic properties of A1 samples
before post-hydrogenation are poor because the Fermi
levels of these samples are pinned at near the middle of
band gap by large no of P-band states.They also have low dark
conductivity and photoconductivity values as shown in
Fig.4.2.1, 4.2.6 and Table 4.2.1. Moreover, band
conduction becomes significant only at high temperature.
In order to investigate the post-hydrogenation
effect, three samples CP125, CP113 and CP136 were
hydrogenated for five minutes by using an ion gun. The
dark- and photo-conductivity and thermoelectric power as a
function of inverse temperature for these three samples
after post-hydrogenation are shown in Fig.4.2.6,
Fig.4.2.7, Fig.4.2.4c and Fig.4.2.8 respectively. The
calculated results for dark and photoconduction are
tabulated in Table 4.2.1 and 4.2.5 respectively. From
Fig.4.2.6, 4.2.4c and Table 4.2.1, one can see that the
transport properties are greatly improved by
hydrogenation. After post-hydrogenation both
increase about four to five orders of magnitude. In
addition, ESR measurements for sample CP113 before and
after hydrogenation are performed in our laboratory.
Although the exact values of spin density and g are not
known, after hydrogenation ESR signal is found to
be at least one order of magnitude smaller than that
before hydrogenation. The value of g is
also found to be slightly smaller than that
before hydrogenation, which indicates that after
hydrogenation ESR signal originates from a center other
than neutral dangling bonds. The above shows that
hydrogen atoms incorporated into silicon network have
removed the ESR signal center due to neutral dangling
bonds. The new ESR signal center may be due to the
occupied conduction band tail states. Furthermore, after
hydrogenation the Fermi energy EFis also shifted towards Ec.
For example, EF of CP125 after post-hydrogenation moves
from 0.75eV to 0.25eV below Ec. This shift shows that
hydrogen atoms incorporated into the silicon network have
removed the P-band states. The elimination of the
P-band by hydrogen atoms shows clearly that the P-band is
due to silicon dangling bonds. Once the dangling bonds
are removed by hydrogen atoms, doping efficiency
becomes significant and the Fermi level E F then moves
towards the conduction band edge Ec. Band conduction
extends to the whole temperature range. Thus, sample CP125
becomes a high quality sample after post-hydrogenation.
4.2.5 Photoconductivity of A1 samples
Photoconductivity measurements were performed on two
Al samples, namely CP125 and CP113, before and after post-
hydrogenation. The dark- and photo-conductivities of these
two samples are shown in Fig.4.2.6.
Before hydrogenation the photoconductivity like the
dark conductivity can be separated into three paths.
(4.2.5.1)
(Mott and Davis,1979)
Here Et is the position of electron trap state center and
are the hopping energy for the second and the
third paths respectively. and are the
preexponential factors for the three paths respectively.
The parameters are
tabulated in Table 4.2.5. One can see from Table 4.2.3 and
4.2.5 tha t i.e. This implies
that the P-band represents electron trap states. According
to the analysis in section 4.2.4, the P-band is shown tc
be due to dangling bond states. Thus, the electron traps
are dangling bonds.As we have described in section 2.2 of
chapter 2, there are three kinds of dangling bonds:
positively charged dangling .neutral dangling bond
and
negatively charged dangling But only the former two
kinds of dangling bonds, i.e. and can capture an
electon. Due to Pauli exclusion principle, the negatively

























Table 4.2.5 Results of photoconductivity before and after hydrogenation
electron. In addition, the positively charged dangling bond
acts as a recombination center rather than as an
electron trap center. Hence, it can be concluded that the
electron trap states, i.e. the P-band states, may be due
to neutral dangling bonds. Of course, it is possible that
a negatively charged dangling bond recombines with a
hole first to become a neutral dangling bone ' and then
to form an electron trap state. Furthermore, it can also
be found from Table 4.2.5, 4.2.3 and 4.2.2 that and
It is surprising that the results of
photoconductivity are highly consistent with the results
of numerical calculation and therefore give strong support
of the theoretical model proposed.
After post-hydrogenation, photoconductivity increases
significantly and the shape of the photoconductivity cur a
is also much different from that before post-
hydrogenation. The photoconductivity curves are linear
when temperature is lower than about 300K. Within these
linear ranges the photoconductivity can be expressed as
f o1lows.
(4.2.4.2)
Now where E1 is an energy defined in
section 2.1.5 of chapter 2. In other words, the activation
energy of photoconductivity is nearly equal to
the width of band tail. Therefore, the band tail width of
CP125 and CP113 are 0.15eV and 0.18eV respectively.
42.6 Estimates of the density of states at center of the
P-band, the phonon frequency, and the decay
constant of the localized wave f unc t ion, cl.
4.2.6.1 Estimate of the value of
In section 2.4, it has been suggested that the P-band
states be neutral dangling bond states. Let Ns be the ESR
spin density, i.e. the density of neutral dangling bond.
As we have described in section 4.2.2, the density(the total
area) under the P-band is then
and
(4.2.6.1)
which is the density of states at the center of P-band.
Using the values of in Table 4.2.3, the value of
for each sample has been calculated and tabulated in
Table 4.2.6. One can see from Table 4.2.6 that the
typical value of the density of states at the center of the
P-band is about which is about two orders of
magnitude lower than that of g (Ec). This value is
reasonable.
4.2.6.2 Estimates of the phonon frequency, and the
decay constant of the localized wavefunction, q•
Because the second channel is due to the neutral





( cm) (cm-3 eV 1)
CP 1 0 3 6.5 xl0 1 8 3.37x10 -36.60 9.30x1019
CP114 9.6X1018 4.71x10 7 -35.10 1.37xl020
CP1 25 2.Ox1019 3.68x10 -30.78 2.78xl02 0
CP113 2.2 xl01 9 3.57xlO~7 -29.22 3.06xl020
CP112 2. 5xl019 3.42x10 -30.78 3.57xl020
CP10 7 2. 6xl019 3.38x10 7 -27.66 5. 2 0 x 102 0
C P1 2 3 3. 7 x 101 9 3.00x10 7 -28.43 1. 6 8 x 102 c
CP127 4. 7 x 1019 2.77x10 -27.48 7.83xl02°
Table 4.2.6 Calculated results for the estimates of a, i'p,
and the density of stats at the center of the P-band.
occurs in general between two adjacent sites of dangling
bonds, i.e.. nearest neighbour hopping.
For nearest neighbour hopping the mobility is expressed by
equation 2.3.6 as
Here Ph is the phonon frequency typically between 1011 s 'and
1 3
10 s~y R the jumping distance and a the decay constant.
-1 o
According to Mott a 10A for nearest neighbour hopping.
— k




The values of are tabula ted in
Table 4.2.-6 and the plot of i s
shown in Fig.4.2.9. From the plot, it is found that
Hence, the wavefunction is localized within a short distance
of about 5.3A which is satisfied with the criterion given by
1 2
Mott and the phonon frequency is about 2x10 s 'which is also
reasonable. The small value of a-1 indicates that the
dangling bond states are strongly localized states.
4.2.7 Transport properties of sample CP136
Of all A1 samples, CP136 shows interesting features.
One can see from Fig.4.2.8 that before post-
hydrogenation, unlike other A1 samples, the sign of
thermoelectric power of CP136 changes from negative to
positive when T370K. The magnitude of S becomes almost
constant in the region of 300KT370K. In Fig.4.2.7,
conductivity curve bends slightly upwards when T170K.
So far, these special features cannot be explained in a
quantitative way. But we can explain them qualitatively.
Within the region of 300KT370K, the flatness of S
indicates that conduction takes place in the energy states
very near the Fermi level EF, i.e. hopping conduction
at EF. In other words, there must be a lot of density of
states around E F .The change of the sign of S at T 3 7 OK
shows that when T370K the majority charge carriers are
electrons while when T370K the majority charge carriers
become holes.
In Fig.4.2.7, the increase in° when T170K may be
explained as the increase in hopping mobility. Two of the
factors that determine the hopping mobility are phonon
frequency and scattering. Hopping mobility increases with
phonon frequency while it decreases with
scattering. Both phonon frequency and scattering
increase with temperature. Therefore, if decrease
in scattering dominates over decrease in phonon
frequency, then hopping mobility may increase. An increase
in hopping mobility can be reflected from an increase in
conduc tivity.
As a whole, before post-hydrogenation, contribution
from conduction band is negligible while hopping
conduction is highly dominant even at a temperature about
4 3 OK.
In order to study the post-hydrogenaion effect on
this sample, it was hydrogenated for five minutes by using
an ion gun. After the post-hydrogenation, band conduction
is dominant when T270K while hopping conduction becomes
significant only when T270K as shown in Fig.4.2.7 and
4.2.8. These imply that a lot of density of states around
Ef have been eliminated by hydrogenation and these states
are due to dangling bonds. But the flatness of
conductivity curve at T170K indicates that there are
still a number of density of states around the Fermi
level. Therefore five minute hydrogenation is not
sufficient to remove all the dangling bonds from
the sample. In order to improve the quality of this sample
further post—hydrogenation is required.
Fig.4.2.1 Dark conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation. Solid




Fig.4.2.2 Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation. Solid
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Fig.4.2.3a Dark conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation for
samples CP127 and CP123
1 calculated curve due to conduction band
conduc tion
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Fig.4.2.3b Dark conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation for
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Fig.4.2.3c Dark conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation for
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103T (K~1)
Fig.4.2.3d Dark conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation for
samples CP125 and CP113
conduction
conduction
Fig.4.2.4a Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation for
















Fig.4.2.4b Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation for
samples CP107 and CP114
Fig.4.2.4c Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature before and after hydrogenation
for samples CP125 and CP113




















ocrp before hydrogenati on
ka0 after hydrogenati on
acp after hydrogenation
light source: He-Ne laser
2 6 j
photon flux: 10' phonon cm-' s-
CP 113
• a0 before hydrogenatior
oap before hydrogenatior
ia0 after hydrogenatior
acjp after hydrogen at i or
lizhc source hss r
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Fig.4.2.6 Dark- and photo-conductivity as a
function of inverse temperature before and after
hydrogenat ion for samples CP125 and vjPII.3
Fig.4.2.7 Dark conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature before and after first
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•S before hydrogenati on
S after hydrogenati on
103T (K~1)
Fig.4.2.8 Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature before and after first
hydrogenation for sample GP136
Fig. 4.2.9 The value of }n{Zh D,aE Jfs'3} as a
function of N1'5
Part III Analysis of A2 samples
4.3.1 General features of A2 samples
From Table 4.1.1, one can see that the A2 samples
were prepared under the conditions of high impurity gas
ratio, NpM3 Nstiu 0 3 an3 4x10 3, and substrate
temperature TS58Q°C.
The dark conductivity, thermoelectric power and Q-
value as a function of inverse temperature are shown in
Fig.4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.In Fig.4.3.1 and 4.3.2, one can
see that a change in conduction mechanism at low temperature
can be reflected from the change of slopes of conductivity
curves and thermoelectric power curves. This change is
more obvious for the curves of thermoelectric power as
shown in Fig.4.3.2. Thus, thermoelectric power is more
sensitive to the change of conduction mechanism. Unlike
the A1 samples, the trends of thermoelectric power of A2
samples are normal, i.e. they decrease with 1T, over
whole|the temperature range. In addition, the activation
energy of thermoelectric power of a A2 sample is in
general smaller than that of conductivity, especially at
low temperature. This can be clearly seen in Fig.4.3.3.
A Q function is defined in section 2.3.5 of chapter 2 by




and Es the activation energy of conductivity
and thermoelectric power respectively,
S0 the intercept of thermoelectric power curve.
In Fig.4.3.3, each Q curve can be described by two or
three straight lines and except sample CP121
at For the sample CP121, at
indicates that the contributions to conductivity and
thermoelectric power at high temperature are totally due
to conduction band.
4.3.2 Photoconductivity of A2 samples
Photoconductivity as a function of inverse
temperature for each sample is shown in F ig.4.3.4a,b,c
respectively. Using sample CP145 as an example, the
behaviour of G p is explained as follows.
As shown in Fig.4.3.4a, the photoconductivity
curve can be divided into two regions.
In region I, T30°C, photoconductivity increases with 1T
while in region II, T30°C, it decreases with 1T. In
region II, the photoconductivity curve can be almost
described by a single straight line with a certain
activation energy which can provide useful information
about the width of band tail. In this region, the
photoconductivity can be represented as
(4.3.2.1)
Here J£ is the pre-exponential factor and Et is the
position of electron trap state center.
It is believed that Et-Ei, where E1 is the energy at which
the band tail decreases rapidly as shown in Fig.4.3.8.
Results Ec°-Et
y-I 3 n,
El E s L WT
Samples ( O 'cm') (eV) (eV) (eV)






5.8x10 0.12 0. 10 0 .08
5.6x10 0.13 0.18 0.18
2.5x10' 0.17 0 .20 0.17
4.8x10 2 0.16 0.13 0.12
5.4x10 1 0. 18 0.16 0.16


















CP 1 4 5 4.8i '.2x10 2 1.0x10 2 1.6x10 1.Ox 10
CP146 4.40 3. 9xl0~2 4.0x10 3 7.6x10 6.5x10
CP 1 2 2 1.97 4.0x10 3.2xl0~4 2.4x10 4.0x10
CP119 1.31 1.3x10 3 3.0x10 4.8x10 4.6x10 3
CP121 1.92 7.6x10 4 1.3x10 3. 5 x 10~ 2 2.7x10 3
CP120 1.79 4.5x10 4 7.1x10 5 1.3x10 1.6x10
Table 4.3.1b Room temperature dark- and photo-conductivity before and
after post-hydrogenation and solid phase phosphorus concentration
•
(ECEi) is generally defined as the width of band tail.
The values of 0 0 and (Eq-Ej) for each A2. sample
'y
are tabulated in Table 4.3.1a. In Table 4.3.1a,
one can see that the average value of
(E c ~E t) is about 0.15eV. In other
words, the typical width of band tail of A2 samples is
about 0.15eV. In addition, a plot of band tail
width AE( ae=Eq -Et) as a function of solid phase
phosphorus concentration is shown in Fig.4.3.11. The
band tail width is found to decrease wTith the solid
phase phosphorus concentration. This indicates that
addition of phosphorus reduces the degree of
disorder. The values of room temperature dark- and
photo-conductivity are tabulated in Table 4.3.1b. The
photoconductivity of A2 samples, under about one AMI
white light illumination, is lO-4Q-1cm~1 to 10 ~Q~1cnT1.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the A2 samples are
good samples, especially the samples CP145 and CP146
because they have high photoconductivity. For the sample
of CP 145, CpT is 10 Q cm which is about one order of
magnitude higher than that of the sample prepared by glow
discharge method (Anderson 1977) and the
so-called high quality samples prepared by
Catalytic Chemical Vapor Deposition (CTL-CVD) method
(Hideki MATSUMUBA 1987).
4.3.3 Analysing A2 samples with the Dundee model
4.3.3.1 The Dundee model(Jones et al 1977)
The A2 samples have been analysed by
using the Dundee model, i.e. a two-conduction-path
model. One of the path is due to the band
conduction in the extended states while the other is due
to hopping conduction in the localized states. The
total conductivity is given by the sum of the extended




whe r e and are pre-exponential factors,
and are activation energies for each path.
p n r) (4.3.3.4)
whe r e i is the mobility at conduction band edge. is
the coefficient which describes the temperature dependence
of Er-Ec in a linear approximation and is defined by
(4.3.3.5)
The thermoelectric power is the sum of weighted






where ESL is the activation energy of the second path, and
the two intercepts S0c an 3qL are given by
(4.3.3.9a)
(4.3.3.9b)
Using equations 4.3.3.1 and 4.3.3.6, the experimental
data of T and S can be sufficiently well fitted
by the theoretical curves.
The calculation procedures are shown below.
(a) At low temperature the contributions to
and are totally due to the second path. Therefore
using least square method, the activation energy and
the pre-exponential factor can be calculated from the
slope and intercept of region.
(b) Applying equations 4.3.3.1 and 4.3.3.3 and by
using the values of E and J0L found in procedure (a),
can be separated from
(4.3.3.10)
Then activation energy E and pre-exponential factor
can be calculated from the slope and intercept of the
curve of
(c) Similarly, with the equations 4.3.3.6 and 4.3.3.7
and using the value of E found in procedure (b),
S|_ can be separated out.
Results ffoc E? ® O L F aL, 2 S o c E S L Sol
n T-
E 2 SL Ef-EsL
Sample s ( Q 1 cm 1) (eV) (Q cm) (eV) (mVK) (eV) (mVK) (eV) (eV)
CP 1 4 5
CP 14 6


























































Table 4.3.2 Results obtained from the fitting of the Dundee model to the
experimental data of A2 samples
(4.3.3.11)
(d) Choose the value of S qq, until a linear or nearly
linear curve can be obtained.Then the activation energy E g
and the intercept Sqi_ can be calculated from the slope
and intercept of the linear curve.
Following .the procedures (a) to (d), the four equations
4,3.3.2, 4.3.3.3, 4.3.3.7 and 4.3.3.8 can be
solved. The only parameter used in the calculation is
S OC•
The parameter Sqc and the calculated values of qo E,
d0L, E2 Esl are tabulated in Table 4.3.2. The other two
calculated values of (E and (E2~EgL) are also shown
in Table 4.3.2. Here, (E-Esl)~(Eq-E1)=Wtis the width of
the band tail as shown in Fig.4.3.8, and (E2~ESl) is the
hopping energy of the second path.
In Table 4.3.2, one can see that the hopping energy
( E 2 ~S g L) is typically 0. 0 3+0.. 0 3 s V which is small. A small
hopping energy indicates that the localization of the band
tail states is weak. In order to compare (E®-ESl_) with
(E°-E t) obtained from the slope of photoconductivity
curve, the values of (E.,-ESL) are also tabulated in
Table 4.3.la. In Table 4.3.iascne can see that the value of
(E-ESl) is close to the value of (E£-Et) for each sample.




By using equation 4.2.3.3 and the values of Sqq shown in
Table 4.3.2-, the value of dk for each A2 sample has been
calculated and tabulated in Table 4.3.3.In Table 4.3.3, one
can see that unlike the Al samples, all values of dk
for A2 samples are positive. This shows that when the
Fermi level is close to the conduction band edge, the
charge overflowing effect dominates over the band gap
shrinkage effect. The relationship between dk and (Eq-Ef)
is shown in Fig.4.3.7. In Fig.4.3.7, there is a de-crease in
dk as (Eq-Ep) increases. This indicates that the closer
of the Fermi level to the conduction band edge, the larger
the charge overflowing effect is.




the values of tfQCand dk shown in Table 4.3.2 and 4.3.3,
the values of gEc) and g2(Ec) have been calculated
respectively and tabulated in Table 4.3.3. From
Table 3.2, g, (Ec)-5xl022CIn-3eV, and g 2(EC )lxl022 cnTeV.
.Results gi(Ec)





CP 1 4 5 4.80
2 2
7 .1xl0 1.6x10 38 3. 6
CP 1 4 6 5.02
2 3
1.1x10 2. Ox102 2 38 3. 6
CP1 22 3 .64 1.6xl022 7.4 xl0 21 30 2. 3
CP119 2 .50 4. 2 x 102 2 1.2xl02 2 20 1. 0
CP1 2 1 3 .29 8.3x10 2 2 1.7xl02 2 13 0. 4
CP1 20 0.57 4.8xl021 4.Ox10 2' 19 0.9
Table 4.3.3 Density of states at conduction band edge, g(Ec),
average hopping distance, R and room temperature hoDDine
mobility, (calculated from the Dundee model for each A2 sample.
Results
oc
Ec-EF So tyk 8, (Ec) 8 2( E c)












1. 1 x 10 4 0.62 0.l-0 .25 -3.4 2. 1 x 10 2' 2. 7 x 10 2
1. 4 x 10 4 0. 64 0.22 -3. 6 2. rxio21 2. 8 x 1 02 1
200 0.45 -0 .16 0.85 2.7xl02' 3. 1 x 1021





































6. 4 x 1 0 2 1
4. 3 x 1021




8. 1 x 102 1
6.5xl02'
4.7xl021




































1. 3 x 1 0 2
1.0x10 21
6.8xl0 2°
6. 6 x 1 0 2 0
5.2x10 20
2. 1 x 10 2 1
1. 8 x 10 2'
1.5xl021
1. 5 x 10 2 1
1.3xl021
Table 4.3.4b Relevant data for 5 B-doped gd specimens(Ghiassy et al 1985)
In order to compare the values of g(Ec) of our LPCVD
samples to those of the samples prepared by glow discharge
method, the experimental data provided by the Dundee group
for both phosphorus-doped (Jones et al 1977) and
boron—doped (Ghiassy et al 1985) have been analysed by
using equations 4.3.3.4 and 4.3.3.5. The values of g1(Ec)
and g 2 (Eq) for both P- and B-doped gd samples are
tabulated in Table 4.3.4a and b. In Table 4.3.4a, for the
P-doped gd samples and in Table 4.3.4b,
. One can see that the value of g,(EP)
for our LPCVD samples is higher than that for the gd
samples and both values of g..(Ec) (LPCVD) and
g1(Ec)(gd) are about two orders of magnitude higher than the
value of estimated from field effect
measurements(Spear et al 1976). Because the value of
depends on the value of Ac, the value of g,(Ec) also
depends on Aq. If is assumed (Jones et al
1977),the new value of g,(Ec) is the original value of
g (Ec) divided by a factor of exp(2). In other words, the
new value of gE) should be about one order of magnitude
smaller than the original one. Jones et al calculated the
value of g (En) using the same method above. They first
assumed that the values of for highly doped samples are
entirely due to the charge overflowing effect and then
used the known density of states distribution determined
by field effect method (Spear et al 1976) and the charge
neutrality condition to calculate the values of The
average temperature coefficient 5 between 200K and 500K as
a function of I is shown in Fig.4.3.9. Because they
defined the sign of 5 in Fig.4.3.9 is
opposite to the sign of 5 in Fig.4.3.7. In their
calculations, they assumed that A was between 3 and 4.
Using this- value of Ac and a mobility
they obtained They claimed that
although this is somewhat higher than the value of
estimated from field effect measurements, the agreement is
probably within the experimental uncertainties in both
estimates.
4.3.3.3 Estimate of the average hopping distance R
From equation 2.3.5, the mobility for band tail
hopping can be written as
(2.3.5)
(see section 2.3.1 of chapter 2)
whe r e is the phonon frequency, W the hopping, energy and
R the average hopping distance.
For a typical phonon frequency and
and at room temperature(Nage1s 1976),
from equation 2.3.5, we obtain
j f a linear band tail state distribution
(Spear et al I960) is assumed, i.e.
with





For A2 samples then e x p and
where is the coefficient which describes the shrinkage of
band gap with temperature,
is the coefficient which describes the movement of










If the band edge shrinkage effect can be neglected, i.e.
then equation 4.3.3.13 can be written as
(4.3.3.14)
1 and (Nagels 1976)
and the values of and shown in
Table 4.3.2 and 4.3.1a, and from equations
4.3.3.14 and 2.3.5 the values of R
and at room temperature have been calculated
and tabulated in Table 4.3.3. In Table 4.3.3, one
can see that the value of R is about one order of
magnitude larger than the value of Therefore, the
value of is about two orders of magnitude larger than
the value of 0.01 A large value of average
hopping distance indicates that the electrons are weakly
localized by the band tail states. The relationship
between the average hopping distance R and the width of
band tail E is shown in F ig. 4.3.10.In Fig.4.3.10, there is
a decrease in hopping distance R as the width of band tail
increases. This indicates that the longer the band tail
is, the stronger the localization is.
In the calculation above, we neglect the band gap
shrinkage effect. If this effect is taken into
consideration, the values of R will be somewhat larger
than those shown in Table 4.3.3.
4.3.4
Analysing A2 samples by a numerical integration
method with an energy independent mobility
In order to obtain detailed information about the
density of states and compare the results calculated
from the two-conduc tion-pa th model of the Dundee group in
section 4.3.3, we explicitly integrate the Kubo-Greenwood
formulae over energy both for CF and S with a numerical
integration method. Certain forms of the density of states
and microscopic mobility are assumed in the calculations.
4.3.4.1 Function of density of states
The Cohen model(Cohen et al 1984) of density of
states for conduction band and band tail are adopted.
The density of states functions are
for EEi (4.3,4.1a)
for EE-| (4.3.4.1b)
Here A is a constant,
E-i, as shown in Fig.4.3.8, is the energy at which
the exponential tail in the density of states starts,
Eo the width of the exponential tail.
4.3.4.2 Function of microscopic mobility
The carrier mobility ji( E) is assumed to be energy
independent for both extended and localized states as
follows
for conduction band, i.e.
(4.3.4.2a)
for band tail, i.e. EEC
(4.3.4.2b)
where u10 and are parameters and is the hopping
energy for the band tail.
4.3.4.3 Equations for total conductivity and
thermoelectric power
For conduction band, i.e. EEC
where f(E) is the electron occupation number.
5 is the coefficient which describes the temperatu
dependence of EC~E p in a linear approximation.















The values of samples can be determined
from the two-conduction-path model as shown in Table 4.3.2.
Parameters 5k Wo E0 E°-E? Di W° d2
Samples (eV) (eV) ( O 1 cm 1) (eV) (Q 1 cm 1)






5. 20 99 1.0x10 3 0. 20 1. 4 4 x 10 3 0 .030 293
6. 00 99 7.5x10 4 0.21 2 .24x10 3 0.005 561
3.45 99 1.8x10 3 0 .28 2.34x10 2 0.060 14
2.40 19 8.3x10 3 0.35 1. 3 4 x 10 3 0.025 32
3.65 99 1.2x10 3 0.34 1. 6 6 x 1 0 3 0 17
0.45 99 1.6x10 3 0.37 6.6 Ox 10 1 0.030 1
Table 4.3.5 Fitting parameters used in the numerical calculations
Equations 4.3.4.7 and 4.3.4.8 are used to fit the experime¬
ntal data of both dark conductivity and thermoelectric power.
The numerical integration was performed by a
personal computer with an energy mesh spacing of 0.005eV.The
curves fitted to the experimental data are shown in
F ig. 4. 3. 4 a, b, c for conductivity and in Fig.4.3.5 for
thermoelectric power. The density of gap states as a
function of energy for each sample is shown in Fig.4.3.6.
The parameters used in the calculations are tabulated in
Table 4.3.5..In F ig. 4. 3. 4 a, b, c and Fig.4.3.5,one can see that
at low temperature the second path, i.e. the band tail, is
dominant while at high temperature the conduction
band becomes predominant. In Fig.4.3.6 and Table 4.3.1a,
which implies that E1-Et• This indicates that
the electron trap states are due to the band tail states
near the position of E|.
4.3.5 Post-hydrogenation effect on the A2 samples
These six A2 samples were hydrogenated for about 5
minutes by using an ion gun. The values of room
temperature dark- and photo-conductivity before and after
hydrogenation are shown in Table 4.3.lb.In Table 4.3.lb,one
can see that the values of both an3 increase
after hydrogenation. Therefore, hydrogenation can improve
the quality of the A2 samples. In fact, all A2 samples
are high quality samples, especially the samples of CP145
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Fig.4.3.1 Dark conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature before hy dr o.gena t ion for the


















Fig.4.3.2 Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation for the



















Fig.4.3.3 Q as a function of inverse temperature
f or A2 sample s
Fig.4.3.4a Dark- and photo-conductivity as a
function of inverse temperature for samples CP146
and CP145
c onduc tion













Fig.4.3.4b Dark- and photo-conductivity as a
function of inverse temperature for samples CP120
and CP122
1 calculated curve due to conduction band
conduc tion










Fig.4.3.4c Dark- and photo-conductivity as a






Fig.4.3.5 Thermoelectric power as a function of









E (eV) Ec E (eV)+ Ec
Fig.A.3.6 Density of gap states as a function of
energy for A2 samples
E t is the position of electron trap state center










Fig.4.3.7 as a function of (e£-E°) for A2
samples
Fig. 4.3.8 Schematic plot of density of states as
a function of energy. Shaded area denotes
localized states.
Fig. 4. 3. 9 as a function of for P-doDed
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Phosphorus concentration (at-%)
Fig.4.3.11 Variation of band tail width AE with
solid phase phosphorus concentration for A2
s am pie s
Part IV Analysis of A3 samples
4.4.1 General features of A3 samples
In Table 4.1.1, one can see that the A3 samples were
prepared under the conditions of low impurity gas ratio,
— 5 —4
between 1x10 and 1x10, and high substrate temperature',
Although the substrate temperature is high,
they are still amorphous. This has been verified by
X-ray diffraction and from their transport properties.
The dark conductivity, thermoelectric power and
Q-value as a function of inverse temperature are shown in
Fig.4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. In Fig.4.4.1, one can see that
some A3 samples have high dark conductivity, for example
for CP109. In Fig.4.4.2, the curves of
thermoelectric power decrease almost linearly with 1T at
high temperature. At the temperature they begin to
bend upwards, which implies that a change of conduction
mechanism occurs at this temperature. Among the three
kinds of amorphous samples, A3 samples have Fermi
level closest to conduction band edge. This is
reflected from the activation energy of dark conductivity
and thermoelectric power at high temperature.In Fig.4.4.3,
the change of conduction mechanism at is also shown
by the Q curves because when temperature is higher than
the Q curves bend downwards. This implies that at high
temperature band conduction is dominant. For samples
CP109 and CP134, Q curves become flat at high
temperature indicating that band conduction is completely
predominant at this temperature range.
4.4.2 Photoconductivity of A3 samples
Photoconductivity was measured for three A3
samples: CP128, CP110 and CP134. Due to high dark
conductivity, no photo—effect could be observed on
CP109 and CP111. Photoconductivity as a function
of inverse temperature for CP128, CP110 and CP134
is shown in Fig.4.4.6a,b and c. Unlike A1 and
A2 samples, the curves of photoconductivity
for A3 samples are flat at high temperature
when the dark conductivity is much higher than
the photoconductivity. At low temperature, when dark
conductivity is close to photoconductivity (in general
the curves of photoconductivity decrease
linearly with 1 T. In this range, the photoconductivity
can be described by an equation as follows.
(4.4.2.1)
where is the pre-exponential factor and Et the
position of electron trap state center.
The values of and are tabulated in Table 4.4.1.
In Table 4.4.1, one can see that the electron traps
for CP128, CP110 and CP134 are located at
0. 0 60eV, 0 .0 65 eV and 0.1l7eV respectively.
Results
0 o Eg-Et e?-esl
E°-EP




CP 1 2 8
CP 1 3 4
4.90x10 2
5.13x10 4












Table 4.4.1 Results of photoconductivity of A3 samples
Samples
4.4.3 Analysing A3 samples with the Dundee model
The Dundee model used in section 4.3.3.1 of Part3 for
the analysis of A2 samples is also used in this section to
analyse A3 samples. It is a two-conduction-path model.
One of the path i s due to the band
conduction in extended states while the other is due to
the hopping conduction in localized states-
Using equations 4.4.3.1 and 4.4.3.6, we analyse
the experimental data for both dark conductivity anc
thermoelectric power. The calculation procedures used ir
section 4.3.3.1 of Part3 can only be used to analyse the
samples CP128 and CP111 because for these two samples,
the conductivity at low temperature (T170K) is totally
due to the second path as shown Fig.4.4.6a. On the othei
hand, for samples of CP110 and CP109, the conductivity at
low temperature is not entirely due to the second path.
a
Therefore, when we analysed these two samples, 0oc,oOL, E1
E and Soc are all taken as fitting parameters. These
parameters are tabulated in Table 4.4.2.The fitting curves
to the experimental data are shown in Fig.4.4.1
for dark conductivity and Fig.4.4.4 for thermoelectric
power.
According to the calculations, it is found that the
first path as we expect is due to the extended states
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Table 4.4.2 Results obtained from the fitting of the Dundee model to the
experimental data of A3 samples
conduction due to localized states.But the Dundee model is
too simple to reveal the details about the localized
states. Xn section 4.4.5, we shall
show that the second path is due to a
Gaussian peak. In Fig.4.4.4, one can see that the
two-conduction-path model can not fit the experimental
data of thermoelectric power very well in the whole
temperature range, especially at low temperature. It is
because that although at high temperature the
curve of SLdecreases with 1T, it becomes flat, i.e.
abnormal, at low temperature as shown in Fig.4.4.5. The
abnormal region, as shown in Fig.4.4.5, can be explained
as the degeneracy of the samples at low temperature.
Once conduction becomes degenerate, equation 4.3.3.8 is no
longer valid because this equation is derived
from a non-degenerate statistics approach. This
difficulty can be overcome by using the numerical
integration method in section 4.4.5.
4.4.4 Estimate of the density of states at conduction
band edge, g(Ec)
By using equation 4.2.3.3 the value
o f for each A3 sample has been calculated and
tabulated in Table 4.4.3. The relationship between 6k and
is plotted in Fig.4.4.6.In Fig.4.4.6, one can see
thai decreases as increases. This is similar
to that of A2 samples
Samples
Results 5k g,(Ec)
cm 3 eV 1)
g2(Ec)
C cm 3 eV 1)
CP109 3.06 3.3xl02' 3. 3 x 10 2
CPU 1 0.72 7. 3 x 1 02° 1. 6 x 1 02
CP110 2.48 1.5xl02 0 7. 1 x 1 0 2°
CP 1 2 8 -0 .88 1 .5x10° 7. 3xl02°
CP 1 3 4 -1 .58 7.Ox1019 4. 9 x 1 02°
Table 4.4.3 Density of states at conduction band edge
for each A3 sample
From equations 4.2.3.4 and 4.2.3.5,
(4.2.3.4)
(4.2.3.5)
3y using Z=4, J=leV and the
values of and shown in Table 4.4.2, and 4.4.3,
the values of g 1 (E c) and g2 (Ec) for each A3
sample have been calculated and tabulated in Table 4.4.3.
In Table 4.4.3, one can see that for A3 samples,
while Comparing
the value of g (Eq) above to those of the A1 samples
and the A2 samples it is
clear that the density of states at conduction band edge
of A3 samples is about two orders of magnitude lower
than those of the A1 and A2 samples. The small values
of g(EQ) for A3 samples implies that these samples have
narrow band tails. Because the A3 samples were prepared
under the condition of high substrate temperarture
they are nearly crystallized. Thus, that they
have narrow band tail is understandable.
44.5 Analysing A3 samples by numerical integration
method with an energy indepedent mobility
According to the analysis in section 4.4.3, the
Dundee model cannot fit the experimental data of S at low
temperature. This has been explained as the degeneracy of
the A3 samples at low temperature. In order to study the
behaviour of S at low temperature and obtain detailed
information about the density of gap states and the
conduction mechanism, explicit integration of the
Kubo-Greenwood formulae over energy for both 7 and S is
undertaken in this section. In section 4.4.3, the
contributions to the conductivity and thermoelectric power
are generally from two conduction paths. One of the paths
is due to band conduction in the extended states and the
other is due to hopping conduction in the localized
states. Same concept is used in this section.
From the calculations in this section, it is found
that the second path is entirely due to a Gaussian peak
and no contribution from band tail states is required.
4.4.4.1 Path due to conduction band
Because of the absence of the contribution from band
tail, functions of density of states and mobility for both
conduction band and band tail are not needed. Therefore,
for the first path, equations 4.3.3.2 and 4.3.3.7 used in




4.4.4.2 Path due to a Gaussian peak
In the calculation, it has been found that the
experimental data of both conductivity and thermoelectric
power could be well fitted by using a Gaussian peak
as the second path in the band gap. We called this peak a
P-band. The function of density of states due to
the P-band is
(4.4.5.1)
where g(Er) is the density of states at conduction band
edge, the height of the P-band with respect to g(Ec), Ep
the position of the P-band center, AE the spread of the
P-band and is the standard deviation).
The function of mobility is assumed to be energy
independent as follows.
(4.4.5.2)








and f(E) is the electron occupation
(4.4.5.5)
(4.4.5.6)
The experimental data of both conductivity and
thermoelectric power can be well fitted by using these two
equations 4.4.5.5 and 4.4.5.6. The fitting curves to
the experimental data are shown in Fig.4.4.7a,b for
conductivity and in Fig.4.4.2 and 4.4.8 for thermoelectric
power. The density of gap states as a function of energy
for each A3 sample, except CP134, is shown in Fig.4.4.9.
In Fig.4.4.9,the dashed lines represent virtual band tail.
The fitting parameters and
are tabulated in Table A, 4.4. In Table 4.4.4, the value
of E can be determined from Table 4.4.2. In fact, the
values of 3k, aQC and SQC can also be estimated from
Table 4.4.2. For phosphorus-doped crystalline silicon,
the ionization energy of P-donors is 0.045eV(see, for
example Kittel, 1984). In Table 4.4.4, one can see that the
Sample s
Parameters
CP 1 0 9
CPU 1
CP110







































Table 4.4.4 Fitting parameters used in the numerical calculation:
positions of the P—band, i.e. (Eq —Ep), are close to the
value of 0.045 eV, especially the sample CP109. This
implies that the P-band is due to phosphorus impurity
states, i.e. it is a P-donor band. For the sample CP109,
not only the position of the P-band(0.05eV) is very close
to the value of 0.045eV but also it has a narrow spread,
AE=0.01eV. These indicate that it is nearly crystallized.
Comparing the values of (E°-Et) to the values of (Eq-Ep)
in Table 4.4.1 fo.r samples of CP110 and CP128, one can see
that (Eq-E t)~ (Eq~Ep), i.e. Et~Ep. This implies that the
electron trap states are due to the impurity band. That
the results of photoconductivity are consistent with the
results of numerical calculations supports the theoretical
model proposed. Therefore, we can conclude that for our
phosphorus-doped LPCVD samples, the position of P-donor
band is at 0.08+0.04eV below conduction band edge. This
value is close to the experimental value of (Eq—ED )-0.1eV
determined from Hall effect measurements(LeComber et al





vR. e s u 11 s
Samples cm' cm cm cm
CP109 3. 5 3.50
CPU 1 8.1x10 6.3x10 1. 70
CP110 3.1x10 4.0x10 0.23 2.5x10 3
CP 1 2 8 6.0x10 3 2.0x10 4
CP 1 3 4 1.0x10 1.0x10 0. 60 4.3x10
Table 4.4.5 Room temperature dark— and photo—conductivity of
A3 samples before and after post-hydrogenation
44.6 Post-hydrogenation effect on A3 samples
The A3 samples were hydrogenated for about 5
minutes by using an ion gun. The values of room
temperature dark- and photo-conductivity before and after
hydrogenation are tabulated in Table 4.4.5. In Table 4.4.5,
one can see that the values of both °d and op increase
after post-hydrogenation. Therefore, hydrogenation can
improve the quality of am-3 samples. In fact, am-3 samples










Fig.4.4.1 Dark conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation for the





Fig.4.4'2 Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature before hydrogenation for the
A3 samples. Solid lines denote the theoretical
curves calculated from the numerical integration
model.
103T (K~1)




Fig.4.4-4 Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature for A3 samples
Solid lines denote the theoretical curves




Fig.4.4.5 Thermoelectric power of the second path
SL as a function of inverse temperature for
samples CP128, CP110, CP111 and CP109. SL is
calculated from the Dundee mode1(eqn. 4.3.3.8).
Ec-E° (eV)
Fig.4.4.6 5k as a function of (E°-E°) for A3










Fig.4.4.7a Dark- and photo-conductivity as a
function of inverse temperature for samples CP128
and CP111.
]_ calculated curve due to conduction band
conduction










Fig.4.4.7b Dark- and photo-conductivity as a
function of inverse temperature for samples CP110
and CP10 9
1 calculated curve due to conduction band
conduction
3 calculated curve due to P-band conduction
Fig.4.4«7c Dark- and photo-conductivity as a

















Fig.4.4.8 Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature for samples CP128 and CP111
I weighted contribution due to conduction band
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CP128 CP111 CP 110 CP 109
Fig.4.4.9 Density of gap states as a function of
energy for A3 samples
Part V Analysis of microcrys talline samples
4.5.1 General features of uC samples
In Table 11, one can see that the jiC samples were
prepared under the conditions of high impurity gas ratio,
Nph3 N S.i-h 4x10 4, and high substrate temperature,
Ts 5 6 0° C. Dark conductivity and thermoelectric power as
function of inverse temperature are shown in Fig. 4.5.1,2,3
and 4. In Fig.4.5.1 and 2,almost all conductivity curves are
flat or nearly flat. In other words, the activation
energies of iC samples, except CP117, CP98 and CP108, are
zero or very nearly zero. The values of dark conductivity
for the uC samples are, between 10 1cm 1 and 1100 cm 1, much
higher than those for the amorphous samples. The highest
value of cr£Tis 110flT cm-1 for sample CP117.In Fig.4.5.3 and 4,
for all iC samples, thermoelectric power increases as
temperature decreases. The absolute values of
thermoelectric power are small, generally between -0.4mVK
and -0.12mVK. Due to the high dark conductivity, no
photo-effect can be observed from the jiC samples. The yiC
film is much more transparent than an amorphous film
if they have the same thickness.
The values of electron density n and solid phase
phosphorus concentration Np determined from
Hall effect measurements (ONG 1986) and




hydrogen a t ion
Results Np Ns n S R T T o RTu D
Samples
CP145
C P1 4 4
CP 1 4 9
CP167










(cm 3) (cm 3) (cm 3) (mVK) ( Q 1 c m 1) (Q 1 cm 1)














-0.278 17.8 19. 1
-0.183 47. 9
2.5 Ox102° -0.275 40. 0
-0.225 83. 2
5. 2xl017 2.3 0x102 0 -0.275 102
-0.196 45. 7
8. 7 x 1Q17 1.51xl02 0 -0 .289 110
-0.213 28. 2 63. 1
2. 2xl018 1.20xl02° -0 .330 40.0
8.8xl017 9. 34 xl01 9 -0.272 87. 1
4. 5xl017 -0.187 6 7.6
-0 .288 85. 1
3.80xl02° 1. 8xl01 9 1. 3 Ox 1 Q1 9
-0.510 0.7 5. 1
Table 4.5.1 Experimental results of solid phase phosphorus concentration Np,
spin density Ns, electron density n, room temperature thermoelectric power SRT
and dark conductivity °dT for the jj C samples.
A relationship between n and Np is plotted in
Fig.4.5.5. Initially, n increases with Np and when Np is
larger than 10 cm, the curve tends to be flat. This
indicates that a saturation of electron density occurs
when the value of Np is greater than 1021 cm 3 and the
saturation value of n estimated from Fig.4.5.5 is about
-5 in20 ~3
In order to investigate the post-hydrogenation effect
on the jiC samples, three jiC samples were hydrogenated for
about 5 minutes by using an ion gun. The values of room
temperature dark conductivity before and after
hydrogenation are tabulated in Table 4.5.1. In Tabic .1,
one can see that hydrogenation can also increase the
conductivity of uC samples.
• 5 2 How to distinguish a degenerate iC sample from a
non-degenerate pC sample
For a crystalline semiconductor, if the Fermi-Dirac
statistics can be replaced by the Boltzmann statistics,
it is
non-degenerate, otherwise it is degenerate.
For a completely degenerate n-type crystalline
semiconductor, the thermoelectric power can be
expressed as by equation 2.6.4(see, section 2.6 of
chap t e r 2)
(2.6.4)
where is a constant which depends on the scattering
mechanism, EF the Fermi level. If S is plotted against T,
a straight line with zero intercept will be obtained. The
curves of thermoelectric power as a function of absolute
temperature are shown in Fig.4.5.6a and b. In Fig.4i5.6a
and b, almost all curves, except those for CP117, CP98 and
CP108, show good linear fit. This indicates that except
the three samples CP117, CP98 and CP108, all other jiC
samples show degenerate feature. But all the straight
lines do not pass through the origin and have intercepts
between -0.05mVK and -0.12mVK. Therefore, it is
difficult to decide the degree of degeneracy of the
degenerate |jC samples.
Now we use the theory for non-degenerate crystalline
semiconductor to analyse the pC samples.
For a non-degenerate n—type crystalline semiconductor,
the thermoelectric power can be written(refer to section
2.6 of chapter 2) as
(2.6.1)
as well as (see, for example, Smith 1978)
(2.6.2)
where Nc is the effective density of states near the
bottom of the conduction band, Ac the heat transport which
depends on the scattering mechanism and n is the electron
density. For our jiC samples, n is independent of
temperature (ONG, 1986). Then S(T) can reflect N (T).
For crystalline Si, (see, for
example, Sze 1969) corresponding to a density of states
distribution at energies above Ec of form
Since the density of states distribution of ou:
samples is unknown, we use a more general
expression for Nc (Willeke et al 1982)
(4.5.2.1)
where b and v are constant for each |iC sample.
From equation 2.6.2,
(4.5.2.2)
For non—degenerate jiC samples, if we plot (ieik)S against
InT, a straight line will be obtained and its slope will





CP145 1.9 -120 weakly degenerate
CP144 1.7 -83 weakly degenerate
CP149 1. 0 126 strongly degenerate
CP1 67 1.7 -92 weakly degenerate
CP 1 4 2 1. 1 -14 weakly degenerate
CP118 1 .8 -84 weakly degenerate
CP 1 4 1 0. 9 73 strongly degenerate
CPU 7 1. 9 -63 non-degenerate
CP101 1 .8 28 strongly degenerate
CP98 2. 0 -118 non-degenerate
CP116 1.9 -59 weakly degenerate
CP99 0. 9 123 strongly degenerate
CP96 2. 1 -87 weakly degenerate
CP 10 8 2. 9 -116 non-degenera te
Table 4.5.2 Results of calculation for the uC samples.
v is the parameter used in equation 4.5.2.1 and Tdeg the
degeneracy temperature.
each pC samples is shown in Fig.4.5.7a and b.The values of
v are tabulated in Table 4.5.2. In Fig.4.5.7a and b, only
the curve for sample CP98 can be well fitted by a
single straight line and for samples CP117 and CP108,
good linear fit can be obtained when T50°C. In addition,
these three samples also have non-zero
activation energies for dark conductivity as shown in
Fig.4.5.1 and 2. Therefore, we can conclude that
these three samples, i.e. CP117, CP98 and CP108,
are non-degenerate pC samples.
From equation 2.6.2
(4.5.2.3)
If -(ieik)S is plotted against ln(n) for non-degenerate
crystalline at a given temperature, a straight line with a
slope of -1 will be obtained. The values of n determined
from Hall effect measurements(ONG, 1986) and the values
of Srt are shown in Table 4.5.1. The plot of-( lei k)S
against ln(n) at T= 300K is shown in Fig.4.5.8.
In Fig.4.5.8, the points give a straight line with an
expected slope of -1 and an intercept of 48. Among the
five points two of them come from the samples having
degenerate feature. This implies that the degeneracy of
these two samples is weak. Therefore, equation 2.6.1 can
be used to analyse all the 5 jiC samples.
From equation 2.6.1
(4.5.2.4)
Figure 4.5.9 shows the temperature dependence ot
calculated from equation 4.5.2.4 with Ac=2.5 (Welleke et
al 1982), for samples CP108, CP118 and CP149. In Fig.4.5.9,
Ec ~E f tends towards zero as temperature decreases and
when degeneracy occurs, EC-EF becomes independent of T as
for CP118 and CP149 at low temperature. Now we define an
approximate degeneracy temperature Tdeg at which
degeneracy starts. Thus, (Ec-E F) kTdeg for degenerate jiC
samples.The values of Tdeg calculated from equation 4.5.2.4
for the jiC samples are tabulated in Table 4.5.2. Only four
samples, CP149, CP99, CP141 and CP101, have high values of
Tdeg (deg 30°C). Now we can conclude that the conditions
for strong degeneracy are a good linear fit to the plot
of S against T and a high value of Tdeg. Therefore, only
the four samples CP149, CP99, CP141 and CP101 are strongly
degenerate because they are degenerate even at high
temperature (T30°C). The other jiC samples which also have
degenerate feature are defined to be weakly degenerate
because they become degenerate only at low
temperature, typically T-50 °C. The degeneracy
for each jiC sample is shown in Table 4.5.2.
4.5.3 Scattering centers in the jjC samples
According to the analysis in section 4.5.2, equation
2.6.2 not only can be used to analyse the non-degenerate
jjC samples but also can be applied to the weakly
degenerate p. C samples. From Fig.4.5.8, at T= 300K,
lnNc+Ac=47.6+1.8. Ac depends on scattering mechanism. For
example, Ac =2 for accoustic scattering; Ac =4 for
impurity scattering. Therefore, the upper limit of
20 -3
Nc for (IuNq+Ac)=49.4 and Ac=2 is 3.85x10 cm while the
18 _3
lower limit is 1.43x10 cm for (lnNc+Ac)=45.8 and Ac=4.
These two limits cover all values of n as shown in
Table 4.5.1. Now we assume that Nc-n at T=300K. Then
equation 2.6.2 becomes
(5.3.1)
In other words, SrT can reflect Ac, i.e. the scattering
mechanism. Figure 5.10 shows the room temperature
thermoelectric power as a function of solid phase
phosphorus concentration. For strongly degenerate y.C
samples SRT remains almost constant. On the other hand,
for the non-degenerate and weakly degenerate uC samples,
the experimental data seem to distribute along a parabolic
curve. It is interesting to note from F ig. 4. 1. 5(page 67)
that the curve of spin density as a function of solid phase
phosphorus concentration is also parabolic. And for both
of the curves as shown in Fig.4.1.5 and Fig.4.5.10, the
extreme points occur at the same position of solid phase
phosphorus concentration of about 1x10 cm-3, These imply
that there may be a relationship between SRT(i.e. Ac) and
the spin density. Thus, SRT is plotted as a function of
spin density as shown in Fig.4.5.11. In Fig.4.5.11, one can
clearly see that there is an increase in the magnitude of
S r T, i.e. Aq as the spin density increases. This
indicates the larger the spin density, the stronger
the scattering. Therefore, a spin center plays a role of
a scattering center. Because the g value for the ESR
signal is unknown, it is difficult to identify what kind
of the spin centers is. Neverthless, useful information
can be obtained from Fig.4.5.10. In Fig.4.5.10, when the
value of solid phase phosphorus concentration is larger than
10 cm, the value of SRT increases again to
about -0.3mVK which corresponds to
Aq-3.5. This is close to the value of 4 for
ionized impurity scattering. Therefore, we can conclude
that when the solid phase phosphorus concentration is over
lxlO21 cm-3, the scattering is mainly due to the impurity
donors.
4.5.4
. Estimate of the form of density of states
distribution, g(E)
The equation 4.5.2.1, i.e. arises from a
density of states distribution for
crystalline semiconductor. For example,
then Due to the severe limitation of long range order
in y.C samples, some localization at the mobility edge
may still be possible. Then we use a model distribution,
suggested by Willeke et al 1982, for g(E)
(4.5.4.1)
In Table 4.5.2, the values of v for non-degenerate and
weakly degenerate jsC samples are between 1.7 and 2.9. And
an average value of v is about 2, i.e. g(E)=0(E-E)
This is similar to the form of density of states
distribution determined from field effect measurement
(Spear et al 1976) for gd a-Si:H samples.
The electron density n can be expressed as
(4.5.4.2)
where f(E) is the Fermi distribution function.
Due to the charge neutrality condition, n should be
independent of temperature. In order to get n- 10 cm,
a value of seems to be inevitable.
The Dundee group analysed their gd jiC samples using a
form of density of states distribution as expressed by
equation 4.5.4.1 (Willeke et al 1982). In order to§£ t a
better fit to the experimental data, they found that a
value of v-3 was required, i.e. g(E)=C(E-EA )2 and
S(EC)~10 cm eV. The density of states distributions
for three of their gd pC specimens are shown in Fig.4.5.12.
In Fig.4.5.12, for the specimen 5 with a width of band tail
of about 0.0 7 eV, the value of g(EQ) is about 5x10 cm J eV
which is about one order of magnitude higher than the
vaxue of 5x10 cm eV determined from the field effect
measurements (Spear et al 1976). In addition, one can
predict from Fig.4.5.12 that if a specimen has a band tail
of about 0.15eV wide(i.e. a-Si:H), the density of states
at conduction band edge is higher than 10 cm eV. This
predicted value of g(E q) is same as those we have
estimated for our A2 and A3 samples.
Fig.4.5.12 Deduced density-of-states distributions, g(E)
from specimens 1, 3 and 5, against the energy
normalization to Ec• The energy ranges indicate the
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Fig.4.5.1 Dark conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature for jjC samples deposited with
different impurity gas ratio
'Fig.4.5.2 Dark conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature for p.C samples deposited at
different substrate temperature
Fig.4.5.3 Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature for p.C samples deposited with




Fig.4.5-4 Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature for jliC samples deposited at
different substrate temperature
Fig.4.5.5 Electron density as a function of
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Fig.4.5.6a Thermoelectric power as a function of
absolute temperature for y.C samples deposited at
different substrate temperature
T =56 0 °C
s






Fig.4.5-6b Thermoelectric power as a function of
absolute temperature for y.C samples deposited at
different substrate temperature
Fig.4.5.7a Plot of( |e| k)S against InT for yC





Fig.4.5.7b Plot of( |e|k)S against InT for jiC
samples deposited at different substrate
t em pe r a tu r e
Fig.4.5.8 Plot of -(|e|k)S against ln(n) for jiC
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Fig.4.5.9 (Eq-Ef) as a function of absolute




Fig.4.5.10 Room temperature thermoelectric power
as a function of solid phase phosphorus
concentration
Fig.4.5.11 Room temperature thermoelectric power
as a function of spin density
Chapter 5
Conclusion
Experimental data of both phosphorus- and boron-doped
LPCVD samples have been explained quantitatively. Detailed
information about the density of gap states
has been obtained.
I. The phosphorus doped samples are classified into four
g r oup s( A1, A2, A3 and iC) in accordance with their transport
properties and X-ray diffraction test.
(1) For the A1 samples, a Gaussian peak with a spread of
about 0.07eV locating at about 0.55eV below the conduction
band edge is found to be an electron trap center and can
be removed by hydrogen atoms. Therefore, it is believed
that this Gaussian peak is due to the dangling bonds.
These dangling bonds make the transport properties of the
Al samples poor while hydrogenation improves their quality
very much. Moreover,the typical width of the band tail and
the density of states at the conduction band edge of the
Al samples are found to be about 0.15eV and 10 cm eV
respectively.
(2) For the A2 samples, high 0, typically between
lO-3Q~cm-1 and 10-20 cm 1 (under one AMI illumination) after
post-hydrogention, is observed. This shows that the A2
samples are high quality samples. The typical values of
the width of band tail and the density of states at the
conduction band edge of the A2 samples are almost the same
as those of the Al samples. In addition, width of band tail
0f a2 samples is found to decrease with the
solid phase phosphorus concentration. This
indicates that addition of phosphorus reduces
the degree of disorder. Futhermore, a decrease in the
average hopping distance with increasing width of band
bail is found in the A2 samples, which implies that the
longer the band tail is, the stronger the localization is.
(3) The A3 samples are nearly crystallized samples and
have high aJT, typically between 10~3 Q~1 cm1 and
10 Q cm (under one AMI illumination) after
hydrogenation. These indicate that they are also high
quality samples. For these samples, a Gaussian peak
locating at about 0.08eV below the conduction band edge is
believed to be the impurity donor states. The density of
states at the conduction band edge is estimated to be
about 10 cm eV which is about two order of magnitude
lower than those of the A1 and A2 samples.This implies that
the width of band tail of the A3 samples should be much
smaller than those of the A1 and A2 samples.
(4) For the uC samples, the electronic transport
properties can be generally explained with the
crystalline theory for degenerate and non-degenerate
semiconductors. The scattering centers of the highly
phosphorus doped iC samples are mainly due to the impurity
donors.
II. For highly boron doped amorphous LPCVD samples, a
Gaussian peak which we called P-band locating at about
0.2eV above the valence band edge with a
spread of about 0.08eV is found to play a
dominant role in transport properties of
these samples. The Fermi level pinned near Ed is about
0.2 5 eV above the valence band edge. The feature that S
decreases with 1T is due to the degeneracy of the
conduction in the P—band. The large value of density of
states around the Fermi level due to the P—band
leads to the high value of In addition, the
width of the band tail, typically between 0.05eV and
0.15eV, is found to increase with the solid phase boron
concentration. This indicates that addition of boron
increases the degree of disorder. Furthermore, the density
of states at the valence band edge is estimated to be
about Although the exact nature of the?-
band is not known, it may be due to the boron acceptors.
A summary of the details about the density of gap
states obtained in the present study is shown in Fig.5.1.
Finally, the method of explicit integrations of the
Kubo-Greenwood formulae over energy for both and S
under some assumptions about the density of states and
microscopic mobility is found to be a powerful tool to
analyse the transport properties of amorphous silicon.
Fig.5.1 Density-of-states distribution function deduced
from the model fitting of the boron- and phosphorus-doped
LPCVD amorphous silicon samd 1 es. A rvm'ral a a n Ta7 i A f- h of
1. f P V 1 Q n Q c 11 m o rl
denotes phosphorus donor; denotes
boron accentor.
Appendix 1
Transport properties of boron doped LPCVD
silicon films and their interpretation
A1•1 General features of heavily boron doped LPCVD samples
Transport properties of heavily boron doped samples
were studied by means of electrical conductivity and
thermoelectric power(Tam 1985 and Chan 1987). In order to
obtain more detailed information for these samples,
measurements both for o and S were extended to a high
temperature about 670K.
Sample number corresponding to each sample is shown
in Table Al.l. Coating parameters and boron content for
each sample are tabulated in Table Al.2
The experimental and theoretical data of O and S for
samples 4(CB46), 7(CB48) and 9(PAX57) as function of
inverse temperature are shown in Fig.Al.l and Al.2
respectively. Q-plots for these three samples are shown in
Fig.A1.3.
Several interesting features reveal from the
experimetntal data.
(1) Thermoelectric power decreases with 1T as shown
Fig.A1.2.
(2) a£T is high. For example for sample
3 with 2.64% boron which is almost two orders of
magnitude higher than the highest
observed by Ghiassy et al.(1985) on a sample prepared wit'
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( 3 ) H all mobility could only be observed on two samples
with smallerboroncontent: 2 ( 1 . 9 1 % ) and 3 ( 2 . 6 4 % ) ( O ng
1 9 8 6 ) .
A 1 . 2 A nalysing the boron doped samples by a numerical
integration method with an energy dependent microsco D ic
mobility
D ue to the abnormaltrend of S ( i . e . S decreasing
with 1 / T ) the experimentaldata for 6 and S cannot be
simply explained by using the D undee model ( a two -
conduction- path model ) . S ince the D undee model is
derived on the basis of non - degenerate statistics ,
this model is no longer valid if conduction is degenerate .
I n fact , according to our calculation, the conductionpetrh
due to hopping conduction is degenerate .
T herefore , we analyse 6 and S of the boron doped
samples by explicitly integrating the K ubo - G reenwood
formulae for 6 and • S . I n the calculation, the functions
of the density of states and microscopic mobility for
valenceband and band tail given by C ohen et al ( 1 9 8 4 a ) are
adopted. ( see , for exampleC han 1 9 8 7 ) . B esidesthese two
paths due to valence band and its tail , a third conduction
path due to a G aussian peak is found to be required( C han
1 9 8 7 ) . W e call this G aussianpeak a P - band.
T he fitting curves to experimentaldata for 6 and S
are shownin F ig . A l . 1 , A 1 . 2 , A 1 . 4 and A 1 . 5 . O ne can see
that the fittingis excellent. I n F ig . A 1 . 4 and A 1 . 5 , the

































































































































able A1. 3 Fitting parameters of the three conduction-path model for all silicon-boron samples
Par nnmf
valence band;2 for band tail;3 for P-band.At low temperature,
conduction due to the P-band is dominant.As temperature gets
higher, the contribution from the P—band decreases while
those from valence band and band tail increase. When T is
higher than about 570K, valence band conduction dominates
over the other two paths.
The density of states as a function of energy for the
10 boron doped samples are shown in Fig.A1.6 Fitting
parameters used in the calculation are tabulated in Table
A1.3. In Table A1.3 and Fig.A1.6, one can see that the P—
band locates at about 0.2eV above Ev with a typical spread
of about 0.08eV arid lies inside the P-band. The width
of band tail is between 0.05eV and 0.15eV. In Fig.A1.12,
there is an increase in band tail width as the solid phase
boron concentration increases. This indicates that
addition of boron increases the degree of disorder. This
phenomenon is opposite to that for the phosphorus doped A2
samples as we have discussed in section 4.3.2 of chapter
4. In addition, the smallest band tail width is 0.05eV
even for a sample(l) with boron concentration as low as
0.18%. This implies that for an amorphorus boron doped
LPCVD silicon sample, band tail width is at least 0.05eV.
Now the features of the boron doped samples can be
explained as follows.
(1) The phenomenon that S decreases with 1T has been
found to be due to degeneracy of conduction in the P-band.
In Fig.A1.7 and Al.8, one see that initially the Fermi
level Ep lies inside the P—band and S has an abnormal
trend as shown in Fig.A1.8 a and A1.8b. As Ep moves away
from the P—band, conduction becomes non—degenerate and
then S is normal as shown in Fig.A1.8c and A1.8d.
(2) High OoT can be explained as due to the large P-band
states, i.e. large density of states around the Ec
Fig.A1.9 shows the variation of G g T with the P-band
height. One can see that O Q decreases rapidly as g(Ep)
decreases. When the total number of P—band states is
small, the contributions from the other two conduction
paths become significant and G0 tends to be flat.
(3) For sample 2 and 3, the width of band tail is very
small(0.05eV). This implies that these two samples are
nearly crystallized. Therefore, Hall signal for these two
samples is detectable.
In order to compare the density of states
distribution of LPCVD films with those of the gd films, we
have analysed some of the data of Ghiassy et al(1985) and
Zimmer et al(1980) with our model. Fitted curves to their
experimental data of 0 and S are shown in Fig.Al.10 and
Al.ll. Fitting parameters obtained from our conduction
model to their experimental results are tabulated in Table
Al.4. Unlike our LPCVD boron doped samples, no
contribution from the third path, i.e. the P-band, is
found to be required. The only two conduction paths are
valence band and band tail. According to our calculation,
the conduction due to the second path, i.e. hopping
conduction, is non-degenerate(Chan 1987). Therefore, the








































































means data obtained using a linear band tail between Ev and E,
Subscript C denotes conductivity
Table Al.4 Fitting parameters obtained from the numerical integration model
to the results of Ghiassy et al. (1985) and Zimmer et al. (1980).
Dundee model is applicable to the analysis of the gd
samples. So far in our calculation, a parabolic g(E)
between E v and E2 is used. In order to see how the form
of g(E) between Ev and E2 can affect the calculation
results, we repeat our calculation for G1 and G2 by
replacing the parabolic g(E) with a linear g(E)(Chan
1987). From the calculation, we have found that the
detailed energy dependence for g(E) between E v and E 2 is
not essential in our model calculation.
In the calculation, the Fermi level position, i.e.
is determined approximately from the activation
energy of the In J vs 1T curve in the temperature range
of T570K. Once the Fermi level position is known, the set
of parameters can be regarded as unique.
Fig.Al.l Electrical conductivity as a function of
inverse temperature for samples 4, 7 and 9
Solid lines: fitted curves
Fig.A1.2 Thermoelectric power as a function of
inverse temperature for samples 4, 7 and 9
Solid lines: fitted curves
103T (K1)
Fig.A1.3 Q plots for samples 4, 7 and 9
Fig.A1.4 Fitted curves of electrical conductivity
due to separate conduction paths for sample 4




Fig.Al.5 Fitted curves of thermoelectric power
due to separate conduction paths for sample 4
1 valence band; 2 band tail; 3 p-band
Fig.A1.6 Density of-states function deduced from
model fitting for the 10 B-doped LPCVD samples
Fig.A1.7 Density-of-states function used for
calculating S as a function of E? position
(a.) E -Ev =0. 3 8 e V; (b) E °F2 -E? =0. 4 6 e V;
(c) E?3-E?=0 .54eV; (d) E °4-E? =0. 6 2 e V











Fig.A1.8 Temperature dependence of thermoelectric power
due to movement of E°. (a) E?, -E?=0. 38eV; (b) E-EJ=0. 46eV;
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Fig.Al.9 Variation of room temperature electrical








Fig.Al.10 Fitted curves of electrical conductivity




Fig.Al.ll Fitted curves of thermoelectric power
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Fig.A1.12 Band tail width WT as a function of
solid phase boron concentration for LPCVD
s ample s.
Appendix 2
Analysing A2 samples by numerical integration method
with an energy dependent microscopic mobility
In order to compare with the results of calculation
from
(1) the Dundee model and
(2) the numerical integration method with an energy
independent microscopic mobility,
we explicitly integrate the Kubo-Greenwood equations over
energy for o and S. In the calculation, functions for the
density of states g(E) and the energy dependent
microscopic mobility -i(E) are almost the same as those
used in analysing the boron doped samples.
The experimental data for a and S can be well fitted
by using this model only for five of the A2 samples.Fitting
parameters used in the model fitting to the A2 samples are
tabulated in Table A2.1. Comparing the values of WoEo and
Eq -Ep shown in Table A2.1 to those shown in Table 4.3.5,
one can see that for each A2 sample these two values shown
in Table A1.4 are in general somewhat larger than those
shown in Table 4.3.5.
Pa rame t e r s
Samples
CP 1 4 5
CP 1 4 6























































Table A2.1 Fitting parameters obtained from the numerical integration
model to the A2 samples.
Reference
Adler, D.( 1978), Phys. Rev. Le11., 41, 1755.
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